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This can then be replaces and used in the (⇤⇤) formula.
Transitive Example. Consider the same two dimensional W and S spaces for the case of transitive
sentences and the same assumption for the vector meaning of the subject �!n . Assume further that for the
vector of the object we have �!np = C 0

1
�!n 1+C 0

2
�!n 2. In this case, because the verb is an element of a rank

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows
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The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.
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9x cat(x) ^ sneeze(x)

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)2. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P
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is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [15]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.
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has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
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7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃
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2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.
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Fig. 1. An example of a vector space model of meaning

2.2 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [5]. A context free grammar
(CFG) is a tuple G = (T,N, S,R), where T is the set of terminals, otherwise known as the lexicon
of the language, N is the set of non-terminals, other wise known as the set of lexical categories of the
language with S 2 N a designated start category, and R is a set of generative rules in Chomsky Normal
form. That is, each rule is either of the form A ! BC, for A,B,C 2 N , or of the form A ! a, for
A 2 N and a 2 T . A rule A ! ↵ can be applied to a string �A� in the set of strings formed from
T [N to produce �↵� by substitution. If a string in the set of strings generated from T can be obtained
from S by several applications of the rules, then we say that the string is generated by the grammar G.
We refer to the language so generated by L(G). For the purpose of this paper, consider the fragment of
English generated by the following set of rules:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

NP ! John, Mary, something, · · ·
N ! cat, dog, man, · · ·

VP ! sneeze, sleep,· · ·
V ! love, kiss, · · ·

Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:

np 2 NP =) [[np]] 2 U

n 2 N =) [[n]] ✓ U

vp 2 VP =) [[vp]] ✓ U

v 2 V =) [[v]] ✓ U ⇥ U

d 2 Det =) [[d]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

Noun phrases are interpreted as elements of the reference set, nouns and verb phrases as unary relations
over it, and verbs as binary relations over it. Determiners are interpreted as generalised quantifier; a

Chomsky Normal Form

Context Free Grammar
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Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:
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2.2 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [5]. A context free grammar
(CFG) is a tuple G = (T,N, S,R), where T is the set of terminals, otherwise known as the lexicon
of the language, N is the set of non-terminals, other wise known as the set of lexical categories of the
language with S 2 N a designated start category, and R is a set of generative rules in Chomsky Normal
form. That is, each rule is either of the form

A ! BC

for A,B,C 2 N , or of the form
A ! a

a, b, c,2 T

for A 2 N and a 2 T . A rule A ! ↵ can be applied to a string �A� in the set of strings formed from
T [N to produce �↵� by substitution. If a string in the set of strings generated from T can be obtained
from S by several applications of the rules, then we say that the string is generated by the grammar G.
We refer to the language so generated by L(G). For the purpose of this paper, consider the fragment of
English generated by the following set of rules:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

NP ! John, Mary, something, · · ·
N ! cat, dog, man, · · ·

VP ! sneeze, sleep,· · ·
V ! love, kiss, · · ·

Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:

Generation from S ending in T: grammatical sentences
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form. That is, each rule is either of the form A ! BC, for A,B,C 2 N , or of the form A ! a, for
A 2 N and a 2 T . A rule A ! ↵ can be applied to a string �A� in the set of strings formed from
T [N to produce �↵� by substitution. If a string in the set of strings generated from T can be obtained
from S by several applications of the rules, then we say that the string is generated by the grammar G.
We refer to the language so generated by L(G). For the purpose of this paper, consider the fragment of
English generated by the following set of rules:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

NP ! John, Mary, something, · · ·
N ! cat, dog, man, · · ·

VP ! sneeze, sleep,· · ·
V ! love, kiss, · · ·

Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:

np 2 NP =) [[np]] 2 U

n 2 N =) [[n]] ✓ U

vp 2 VP =) [[vp]] ✓ U

v 2 V =) [[v]] ✓ U ⇥ U

d 2 Det =) [[d]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

Noun phrases are interpreted as elements of the reference set, nouns and verb phrases as unary relations
over it, and verbs as binary relations over it. Determiners are interpreted as generalised quantifier; a
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Set Theoretic Model

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [2]. Consider the following
lexicon

NP = { John, Mary, something, · · · }
N = { cat, dog, man, · · · }

VP = { sneeze, sleep,· · · }
V = { love, kiss, · · · }

Det = { a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · · }

and the fragment of English generated over the above by induction according to the following phrase
structure descriptions:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

A model for the language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function that
assigns to each expression of language an interpretation. For the lexicon items N,NP, V, V P , these
interpretations are defined as follows:

[[N]] ✓ U, [[NP ]] ✓ U, [[VP ]] ✓ U, [[V]] ✓ U ⇥ U

The interpretation of a determiner Det is a map defined as follows

[[Det]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

It assigns to each A ✓ U , a family of subsets of U , examples are as follows:

[[some]](A) = {X ✓ U | X \A 6= ;}
[[Every]](A) = {X ✓ U | A ✓ X}

[[no]](A) = {X ✓ U | A \X = ;}
[[n]] = {X ✓ U | | X \A |= n}

[[most]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains most A’s}
[[few]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains few A’s}

The interpretation of a noun phrase ‘NP’ generated by the rule ‘NP ! Det N’ is defined as follows:

[[Det N]] = [[Det]]([[N]]) where X 2 [[Det]]([[N]]) iff (X \ [[N ]]) 2 [[Det]]([[N]])

The interpretation of a verb phrase ‘VP’ generated by the rule ‘VP ! V NP’ is defined as follows

[[V NP]] = {x | [[NP ]] ({y | [[V(x, y)]]})}

The interpretation of a sentence is defined as follows

[[S]] = [[NP ]]([[VP ]])

Semantics of words

NP ! np =) [[np]] 2 U

N ! n =) [[n]] ✓ U

VP ! vp =) [[vp]] ✓ U

V ! v =) [[v]] ✓ U ⇥ U

Det ! d =) [[d]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

Noun phrases are interpreted as elements of the reference set, nouns and verb phrases as unary relations
over it, and verbs as binary relations over it. Determiners are interpreted as generalised quantifier; a
generalised quantifier d is a map that assigns to each A ✓ U , a family of subsets of U ; examples are as
follows:

[[some]](A) = {X ✓ U | X \A 6= ;}
[[Every]](A) = {X ✓ U | A ✓ X}

[[no]](A) = {X ✓ U | A \X = ;}
[[n]](A) = {X ✓ U | | X \A |= n}

[[most]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains most A’s}
[[few]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains few A’s}

Note that the interpretations of determiners are not quantifiers (in the sense of first order logic) yet.
They become quantifiers when applied to a set. For instance, [[d]] is not a quantifier, but [[d]](A) is. The
interpretations of determiners satisfy a property referred to by living on or conservativity. This property
says that a set X belongs to [[d]](A) iff (X \ A) 2 [[d]](A). This property is sometimes described by
saying that ‘the quantifier [[d]](A) lives on A’.
The interpretations of expressions generated by the rules is obtained by induction as follows:

– a noun phrase ‘NP’ generated by the rule ‘NP ! Det N’

[[Det N]] = [[d]]([[n]]) where X 2 [[d]]([[n]]) iff (X \ [[n]]) 2 [[d]]([[n]])

for d 2 Det, n 2 N

– a verb phrase ‘VP’ generated by the rule ‘VP ! V NP’

[[V NP]] = {x | [[np]] ({y | [[v(x, y)]]})} for np 2 NP, v 2 V

– a sentence ‘S’ generated by the rule ‘S ! NP VP’

[[NP V P ]] = [[vp]]([[np]]) for np 2 NP, vp 2 V P

The meaning of a sentence in generalised quantifier theory is true iff [[vp]]([[np]]) = 1 and false
otherwise.

As an example, consider the meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its subject position.
This sentence has the form ‘Det N VP’ and its meaning is defined as follows:

[[Det N VP]] =

(
1 [[vp]] 2 [[Det N]] for vp 2 VP
0 other wise
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Semantics of determiners

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [2]. Consider the following
lexicon

NP = { John, Mary, something, · · · }
N = { cat, dog, man, · · · }

VP = { sneeze, sleep,· · · }
V = { love, kiss, · · · }

Det = { a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · · }

and the fragment of English generated over the above by induction according to the following phrase
structure descriptions:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

A model for the language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function that
assigns to each expression of language an interpretation. For the lexicon items N,NP, V, V P , these
interpretations are defined as follows:

[[N]] ✓ U, [[NP ]] ✓ U, [[VP ]] ✓ U, [[V]] ✓ U ⇥ U

The interpretation of a determiner Det is a map defined as follows

[[Det]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

It assigns to each A ✓ U , a family of subsets of U , examples are as follows:

[[some]](A) = {X ✓ U | X \A 6= ;}
[[Every]](A) = {X ✓ U | A ✓ X}

[[no]](A) = {X ✓ U | A \X = ;}
[[n]](A) = {X ✓ U | | X \A |= n}

[[most]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains most A’s}
[[few]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains few A’s}

The interpretation of a noun phrase ‘NP’ generated by the rule ‘NP ! Det N’ is defined as follows:

[[Det N]] = [[Det]]([[N]]) where X 2 [[Det]]([[N]]) iff (X \ [[N ]]) 2 [[Det]]([[N]])

The interpretation of a verb phrase ‘VP’ generated by the rule ‘VP ! V NP’ is defined as follows

[[V NP]] = {x | [[NP ]] ({y | [[V(x, y)]]})}

The interpretation of a sentence is defined as follows

[[S]] = [[NP ]]([[VP ]])
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Semantics of phrases

[[some]](A) = {X ✓ U | X \A 6= ;}
[[Every]](A) = {X ✓ U | A ✓ X}

[[no]](A) = {X ✓ U | A \X = ;}
[[n]](A) = {X ✓ U | | X \A |= n}

[[most]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains most A’s}
[[few]](A) = {X ✓ U | X contains few A’s}

Note that the interpretations of determiners are not quantifiers (in the sense of first order logic) yet.
They become quantifiers when applied to a set. For instance, [[d]] is not a quantifier, but [[d]](A) is. The
interpretations of determiners satisfy a property referred to by living on or conservativity. This property
says that a set X belongs to [[d]](A) iff (X \ A) 2 [[d]](A). This property is sometimes described by
saying that ‘the quantifier [[d]](A) lives on A’.
The interpretations of expressions generated by the rules is obtained by induction as follows:

– a noun phrase ‘NP’ generated by the rule ‘NP ! Det N’

[[Det N]] = [[d]]([[n]]) where X 2 [[d]]([[n]]) iff (X \ [[n]]) 2 [[d]]([[n]])

for d 2 Det, n 2 N

– a verb phrase ‘VP’ generated by the rule ‘VP ! V NP’

[[V NP]] = {x | [[np]] ({y | [[v(x, y)]]})} for np 2 NP, v 2 V

– a sentence ‘S’ generated by the rule ‘S ! NP VP’

[[NP V P ]] = [[vp]]([[np]]) for np 2 NP, vp 2 V P

The meaning of a sentence is said to be true iff its semantic interpretation is non-empty and false

otherwise that is we have:

Definition 1. The meaning of a sentence in generalised quantifier theory is true iff [[vp]]([[np]]) = 1 and

false otherwise.

As an example, consider the meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its subject position.
This sentence has the form ‘Det N VP’ and its meaning is defined as follows:

[[Det N VP]] =

(
1 [[vp]] 2 [[Det N]] for vp 2 VP
0 other wise

By the living on property, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever [[vp]] \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]]. For
instance, meaning of ‘some cats sneeze’ is true whenever [[sneeze]] \ [[men]] 2 [[some men]]. That is,
whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men is a non-empty set. Similarly, the meaning of the
sentence ‘five men sneeze’ is true whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men has five elements
and so on.

As another example, consider the meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object posi-
tion. This sentence has the form ‘NP V Det N’ and its meaning is defined as follows:

[[NP V Det N]] =

(
1 [[np]] 2 {x | {y | [[v(x, y)]]} 2 [[Det N]]} for v 2 V, np 2 NP
0 otherwise

* 

* 

Living On

In order to develop compact closed categorical semantics for the context free grammar of gener-
alised quantifiers’ theory, we turn it into a pregroup grammar. Transforming context free grammars to
categorial grammars and showing the equivalence of the their languages have been subject of much
research that goes back to the work of Ajdukiewicz [2]. In the 1960’s, Bar-Hillel, Gaifman, and Shamir
[1] showed how to form an Ajdukiewicz categorial grammar from a Context Free Grammar such that the
resulting grammar produces the same language; later, first Cohen [12] then Buszkowski [6] showed how
to use the resulting Ajdukiewicz grammars to form a Lambek Calculus [21] that generates the same lan-
guage. Via a translation between Lambek Calculus and Pregroups, Buszkowski later also showed how
this result extends to pregroup grammars [7] 1.

Here, we use the CFG to Lambek Calculus translation of [20], for its clarity, in combination with
the Lambek Calculus to PRG translation of [7]. Given a CFG G = (T,N, S,R) we transform it into a
PRG P = (⌃,�, s) via the recursive mapping

� : T [N ! P

. First, to a non-terminal C that occurs in a left-to-right rule A ! BC, we assign �(C) = �(B)r ·�(A);
then to a non-terminal B that occurs in a right-to-left rule A ! BC we assign

�(B) = �(A) · �(C)l;
second, to a non-terminal A that occur in an atomic rule A ! a, we assign an atomic type �(A).

Lastly, to the designated start non-terminal S, we assign �(S) = s and to a terminal a that occurs in
an atomic rule A ! a, we assign �(a) = �(A). The left-to-right and right-to-left labels are decided by
looking at the semantics of the rules. We say a rule A ! BC is right-to-left if

[[A]] := [[C]]([[B]])

and symmetrically for the left-to-right case. Atomic rules are those with only a non-terminal on the right
hand side.

According to the semantics of generalised quantifier theory, the rule ‘S ! NP VP’ is right-to-left
and the rules ‘VP ! V NP’ and ‘NP ! Det N’ are left-to-right; the rest of the rules are atomic. Hence,
for the non-terminals VP, V and Det, the � mapping is as follows:

�(V P ) = �(NP )r · �(S) �(V ) = �(V P ) · �(NP )l �(Det) = �(NP ) · �(N)l

To the non-terminals S, NP and N, we assign the following atomic types:

�(S) = s �(NP ) = p �(N) = m

For the non-terminals, the � mapping becomes as follows:

Non-terminal x �(x)
John, Mary, something, · · · p

cat, dog, man, · · · n
sneeze, sleep,· · · pr · s

love, kiss, · · · pr · s · pl
a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · · p · nl

1 The other direction, that is going from a Lambek Calculus to a Context Free Grammar has been done by Pentus [24], we
do not deal with that direction in this paper.
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the Lambek Calculus to PRG translation of [7]. Given a CFG G = (T,N, S,R) we transform it into a
PRG P = (⌃,�, s) via the recursive mapping
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then to a non-terminal B that occurs in a right-to-left rule A ! BC we assign

�(B) = �(A) · �(C)l;
second, to a non-terminal A that occur in an atomic rule A ! a, we assign an atomic type �(A).

Lastly, to the designated start non-terminal S, we assign �(S) = s and to a terminal a that occurs in
an atomic rule A ! a, we assign �(a) = �(A). The left-to-right and right-to-left labels are decided by
looking at the semantics of the rules. We say a rule A ! BC is right-to-left if

[[A]] := [[C]]([[B]])

and symmetrically for the left-to-right case. Atomic rules are those with only a non-terminal on the right
hand side.

According to the semantics of generalised quantifier theory, the rule ‘S ! NP VP’ is right-to-left
and the rules ‘VP ! V NP’ and ‘NP ! Det N’ are left-to-right; the rest of the rules are atomic. Hence,
for the non-terminals VP, V and Det, the � mapping is as follows:

�(V P ) = �(NP )r · �(S) �(V ) = �(V P ) · �(NP )l �(Det) = �(NP ) · �(N)l

To the non-terminals S, NP and N, we assign the following atomic types:

�(S) = s �(NP ) = p �(N) = m

For the non-terminals, the � mapping becomes as follows:

Non-terminal x �(x)
John, Mary, something, · · · p
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1 The other direction, that is going from a Lambek Calculus to a Context Free Grammar has been done by Pentus [24], we
do not deal with that direction in this paper.
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Sentence with quantified subject

The meaning of a sentence is said to be true if the above application is non-empty, that is, if [[VP ]] 2
[[NP ]] and false otherwise, that is if the above application is empty, equivalently if [[VP ]] /2 [[NP ]].

In generalised quantifier theory of natural language, items of the lexicon set ‘Det’ are not quantifiers
yet; they become quantifiers when used in phrases such as ‘Det N’. In this sense, quantifiers act like
noun phrases. For instance, ‘some’ on its own is not a quantifier, after applied to a noun, for example
in the phrase ‘some cat’, it becomes a quantifier. In what follows we refer to the phrases ‘Det N’ as
quantified phrases. The interpretations of quantified phrases satisfies a property referred to by living on

or conservativity. This property says that a set X belongs to the interpretation of a quantified phrase
‘Det N’, that is X 2 [[Det]]([[N]]) if and only if the intersection of X and interpretation of N belongs to
it, that is X\ [[N ]] 2 [[Det]]([[N]]). In other words, the interpretation of the quantified phrase ‘Det N’ lives
on the interoperation of ‘N’, that is, whether or not X belongs to [[Det N]] only depends on X \ [[N ]].

This property plays a role in deciding meanings of sentences with quantified phrases in them. The
interpretation of a quantified phrase in a subject position ‘Det N VP’ becomes as follows

[[Det N VP]] =

(
1 [[V P ]] 2 [[Det N]]

0 other wise

The sentence ‘Det N VP’ is true whenever [[V P ]] 2 [[Det N]]; by the living on property, this is equivalent
to [[V P ]] \ [[N ]] 2 [[Det N]]. For instance, meaning of ‘some cats sneeze’ is true whenever
[[sneeze]] \ [[men]] 2 [[some men]]. That is, whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men is a non-
empty set. The sentence ‘five men sneeze’ is true whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men has
five elements and so on.

Similarly, the interpretation of a quantified phrase in an object position ‘V Det N’ becomes as follows

[[V Det N]] =

(
1 {y | [[V (x, y)]]} 2 [[Det N]]

0 otherwise

The sentence ‘NP V Det N’ is true whenever {y | [[V([[NP ]], y)]]} 2 [[Det N]]; by the living on property,
this is equivalent to {y | [[V([[NP ]], y)]]} \ [[N ]] 2 [[Det N]]. For instance, meaning of ‘John kissed some
cats’ is true whenever {y | [[kiss([[John]], y)]]} \ [[cats]] 2 [[some cats]]. That is, whenever, the set of
things that are kissed by John and are cats is a non-empty set. The sentence ‘John kissed five cats’ is
true whenever the set of things that are kissed by John and are cats has five elements and so on.

2.2 Category Theoretic and Diagrammatic Definitions

This subsection briefly reviews compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras. For a formal presen-
tation, see [10, 11]. A compact closed category, C, has objects A,B; morphisms f : A ! B; a monoidal
tensor A⌦B that has a unit I; and for each object A two objects Ar and Al together with the following
morphisms:

A⌦Ar ✏rA�! I
⌘rA�! Ar ⌦A Al ⌦A

✏lA�! I
⌘lA�! A⌦Al
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otherwise that is we have:
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false otherwise.
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0 other wise
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That is, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever {y | [[v([[np]], y)]]} 2 [[Det N]], which by the
living on property is the case whenever {y | [[v([[np]], y)]]} \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]], for n in N. For instance,
meaning of ‘John kissed some cats’ is true whenever {y | [[kiss([[John]], y)]]} \ [[cats]] 2 [[some cats]].
That is, whenever, the set of things that are kissed by John and are cats is a non-empty set. Similarly, the
sentence ‘John kissed five cats’ is true whenever the set of things that are kissed by John and are cats
has five elements and so on.

2.3 From CFG to Pregroup Grammar

We briefly review the theory of pregroup grammars [22] and show how one can transform a CFG into a
pregroup grammar. A pregroup algebra

P = (P,, ·, (�)r, (�)l)

is a partially ordered monoid where every element has a left and a right adjoint, that is, for every element
p 2 P , there are two elements pl, pr 2 P , referred to as its left and right adjoints; these satisfy the
following four inequalities:

p · pr  1  pr · p pl · p  1  p · pl

Let P be a pregroup algebra; a pregroup grammar (PRG) based on P is a tuple P = (⌃,�, s), where
⌃ is the lexicon of the language, s is a designated end type in P , and � is a relation � ✓ ⌃ ⇥ P that
assigns to the words of the lexicon ⌃ elements of the pregroup P . The relation is often referred to as a
type-relation and the elements of the pregroup as types. We say that a PRG P assigns a type p 2 P to a
string w1 · · ·wn

for w
i

2 ⌃, if there exist types p
i

2 �(w
i

) for 1  i  n such that p1 · · · · · p
n

 p.
We refer to this latter inequality by the grammatical reduction of the string. The language of P consists
of all strings on ⌃ to which P assigns a type p; we refer to this language by L(P ).

In order to develop compact closed categorical semantics for the context free grammar of gener-
alised quantifiers’ theory, we turn it into a pregroup grammar. Transforming context free grammars to
categorial grammars and showing the equivalence of the their languages have been subject of much
research that goes back to the work of Ajdukiewicz [2]. In the 1960’s, Bar-Hillel, Gaifman, and Shamir
[1] showed how to form an Ajdukiewicz categorial grammar from a Context Free Grammar such that the
resulting grammar produces the same language; later, first Cohen [12] then Buszkowski [6] showed how
to use the resulting Ajdukiewicz grammars to form a Lambek Calculus [21] that generates the same lan-
guage. Via a translation between Lambek Calculus and Pregroups, Buszkowski later also showed how
this result extends to pregroup grammars [7] 1.

Here, we use the CFG to Lambek Calculus translation of [20], for its clarity, in combination with
the Lambek Calculus to PRG translation of [7]. Given a CFG G = (T,N, S,R) we transform it into a
PRG P = (⌃,�, s) via the recursive mapping � : T [N ! P . First, to a non-terminal C that occurs in
a left-to-right rule A ! BC, we assign �(C) = �(B)r · �(A); then to a non-terminal B that occurs in
a right-to-left rule A ! BC we assign �(B) = �(A) · �(C)l; second, to a non-terminal A that occur in
an atomic rule A ! a, we assign an atomic type �(A). Lastly, to the designated start non-terminal S,
we assign �(S) = s and to a terminal a that occurs in an atomic rule A ! a, we assign �(a) = �(A).
The left-to-right and right-to-left labels are decided by looking at the semantics of the rules. We say a
rule A ! BC is right-to-left if [[A]] := [[C]]([[B]]) and symmetrically for the left-to-right case. Atomic
rules are those with only a non-terminal on the right hand side.

1 The other direction, that is going from a Lambek Calculus to a Context Free Grammar has been done by Pentus [24], we
do not deal with that direction in this paper.
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By the living on property, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever [[vp]] \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]]. For
instance, meaning of ‘some men sneeze’ is true whenever [[sneeze]] \ [[men]] 2 [[some men]]. That is,
whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men is a non-empty set. Similarly, the meaning of the
sentence ‘five men sneeze’ is true whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men has five elements
and so on.

As another example, consider the meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object posi-
tion. This sentence has the form ‘NP V Det N’ and its meaning is defined as follows:

[[NP V Det N]] =

(
1 [[np]] 2 {x | {y | [[v(x, y)]]} 2 [[Det N]]} for v 2 V, np 2 NP
0 otherwise
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By the living on property, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever [[vp]] \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]]. For
instance, meaning of ‘some men sneeze’ is true whenever [[sneeze]] \ [[men]] 2 [[some men]]. That is,
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Application
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Translate CFG to Type Algebra

Words

Reductions

In order to develop compact closed categorical semantics for the context free grammar of gener-
alised quantifiers’ theory, we turn it into a pregroup grammar. Transforming context free grammars to
categorial grammars and showing the equivalence of the their languages have been subject of much
research that goes back to the work of Ajdukiewicz [2]. In the 1960’s, Bar-Hillel, Gaifman, and Shamir
[1] showed how to form an Ajdukiewicz categorial grammar from a Context Free Grammar such that the
resulting grammar produces the same language; later, first Cohen [12] then Buszkowski [6] showed how
to use the resulting Ajdukiewicz grammars to form a Lambek Calculus [21] that generates the same lan-
guage. Via a translation between Lambek Calculus and Pregroups, Buszkowski later also showed how
this result extends to pregroup grammars [7] 1.

Here, we use the CFG to Lambek Calculus translation of [20], for its clarity, in combination with
the Lambek Calculus to PRG translation of [7]. Given a CFG G = (T,N, S,R) we transform it into a
PRG P = (⌃,�, s) via the recursive mapping

� : T [N ! P

. First, to a non-terminal C that occurs in a left-to-right rule A ! BC, we assign �(C) = �(B)r ·�(A);
then to a non-terminal B that occurs in a right-to-left rule A ! BC we assign

�(B) = �(A) · �(C)l;
second, to a non-terminal A that occur in an atomic rule A ! a, we assign an atomic type �(A).

Lastly, to the designated start non-terminal S, we assign �(S) = s and to a terminal a that occurs in
an atomic rule A ! a, we assign �(a) = �(A). The left-to-right and right-to-left labels are decided by
looking at the semantics of the rules. We say a rule A ! BC is right-to-left if [[A]] := [[C]]([[B]]) and
symmetrically for the left-to-right case. Atomic rules are those with only a non-terminal on the right
hand side.

According to the semantics of generalised quantifier theory, the rule ‘S ! NP VP’ is right-to-left
and the rules ‘VP ! V NP’ and ‘NP ! Det N’ are left-to-right; the rest of the rules are atomic. Hence,
for the non-terminals VP, V and Det, the � mapping is as follows:

�(V P ) = �(NP )r · �(S) �(V ) = �(V P ) · �(NP )l �(Det) = �(NP ) · �(N)l

To the non-terminals S, NP and N, we assign the following atomic types:

�(S) = s �(NP ) = p �(N) = m

For the non-terminals, the � mapping becomes as follows:

Non-terminal x �(x)
John, Mary, something, · · · p

cat, dog, man, · · · n
sneeze, sleep,· · · pr · s

love, kiss, · · · pr · s · pl
a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · · p · nl

Intuitively, the type assigned to the non-terminal x via the rule ‘VP ! x, is pr · s; this means that
words in the lexical category VP input an argument of type p and have to be to the right of that argument,
after that they output a string of type sentence s. The type assigned to the words in the lexical category

1 The other direction, that is going from a Lambek Calculus to a Context Free Grammar has been done by Pentus [24], we
do not deal with that direction in this paper.

V is pr · s · pl, this means that these words input two arguments of type p and have to be to the right of
one and to the left of the other, then they output a sentence. Finally, the type assigned to the words in the
lexical category Det is p · nl, which means that these words input an argument of the type n and have to
be to the left of that argument, then output a phrase of type p.

For example, the grammatical reductions of the quantified noun phrase ‘some cats’, the sentence
with a quantified phrase in its subject position ‘some cats sneeze’, and the sentence with a quantified
phrase in its object position ‘John kissed some cats’ are as follows:

some cats
(p · nl) ·n  p · 1 = p

some cats sneeze
(p · nl) ·n ·(pr · s)  p · 1 · (pr · s) = p · (pr · s)  1 · s = s

John kissed some cats
p ·(pr · s · pl) ·(p · nl) ·n  1 · (s · pl) · p · 1 = (s · pl) · p  s · 1 = s

In the first example, ‘some’ inputs ‘cats’ and outputs a noun phrase; in the second example, first ‘some’
inputs ‘cats’ and outputs a noun phrase, then ‘sneeze’ inputs this noun phrase and outputs a sentence;
in the last example, again first ‘some’ inputs ‘cats’ and outputs a noun phrase, at the same time the verb
inputs ‘John’ and outputs a verb phrase of type s · pl, which then inputs the p from the phrase ‘some
cats’ and outputs a sentence.

2.4 Category Theoretic and Diagrammatic Definitions and Axioms

This subsection briefly reviews compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras. For a formal presen-
tation, see [18, 19]. A compact closed category, C, has objects A,B; morphisms f : A ! B; a monoidal
tensor A ⌦ B that has a unit I , that is we have A ⌦ I ⇠= I ⌦ A ⇠= A. Furthermore, for each object A
there are two objects Ar and Al and the following morphisms:

A⌦Ar

✏

r
A�! I

⌘

r
A�! Ar ⌦A Al ⌦A

✏

l
A�! I

⌘

l
A�! A⌦Al

These morphisms satisfy the following equalities, sometimes referred to as the yanking equalities, where
1
A

is the identity morphism on object A:

(1
A

⌦ ✏l
A

) � (⌘l
A

⌦ 1
A

) = 1
A

(✏r
A

⌦ 1
A

) � (1
A

⌦ ⌘r
A

) = 1
A

(✏l
A

⌦ 1
A

) � (1
A

l ⌦ ⌘l
A

) = 1
A

l (1
A

r ⌦ ✏r
A

) � (⌘r
A

⌦ 1
A

r) = 1
A

r

These express the fact the Al and Ar are the left and right adjoints, respectively, of A in the 1-object
bicategory whose 1-cells are objects of C. A self adjoint compact closed category is one in which for
even object A we have Al ⌘ Ar ⌘ A.

Given two compact closed categories C and D a strongly monoidal functor F : C ! D is defined as
follows:

F (A⌦B) = F (A)⌦ F (B) F (I) = I

It is easy to verify that this functor preserves the compact closed structure, that is we have:

F (Al) = F (A)l F (Ar) = F (A)r

A Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category (C,⌦, I) is a tuple (X, �, ◆, µ, ⇣) where, for X an
object of C, the triple (X, �, ◆) is an internal comonoid; i.e. the following are coassociative and counital
morphisms of C:

� : X ! X ⌦X ◆ : X ! I
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Objects and morphisms

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:

Elements within objects

Al

A Al

A
Al A Al

= A

As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:

=

· · ·

· · ·
···

···

In the category FdVect, apart from spaces V,W , which are objects of the category, we also have
vectors �!v ,�!w . These are depicted by their representing morphisms and as triangles with a number of
strings emanating from them. The number of strings of a triangle denote the tensor rank of the vector;
for instance, the diagrams for �!v 2 V,

�!
v0 2 V ⌦W , and

�!
v00 2 V ⌦W ⌦ Z are as follows:

V W WV ZV

3 Diagrammatic Compact Closed Semantics

Following the terminology and notation of [2], given a phrase containing a quantifier followed by a
noun, that is ‘Q noun’, we call ‘Q’ a determiner and the phrase ‘Q noun’ a quantified phrase.Hence, a
quantified phrase is a noun phrase which is created by the application of a determiner to a noun phrase.
We suggest the following diagrammatic semantics for a determiner Det:

Det

N

N

N N

N

N
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Binary product of objects and morphisms

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f
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B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:
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The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
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The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:

Sequential composition of morphisms

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].
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as described below:
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Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:
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Compact Closed Categories
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Epsilon and eta maps

Al

A Al

A
Al A Al

= A

As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:

=

· · ·

· · ·
···

···

In the category FdVect, apart from spaces V,W , which are objects of the category, we also have
vectors �!v ,�!w . These are depicted by their representing morphisms and as triangles with a number of
strings emanating from them. The number of strings of a triangle denote the tensor rank of the vector;
for instance, the diagrams for �!v 2 V,

�!
v0 2 V ⌦W , and

�!
v00 2 V ⌦W ⌦ Z are as follows:

V W WV ZV

3 Diagrammatic Compact Closed Semantics

Following the terminology and notation of [2], given a phrase containing a quantifier followed by a
noun, that is ‘Q noun’, we call ‘Q’ a determiner and the phrase ‘Q noun’ a quantified phrase.Hence, a
quantified phrase is a noun phrase which is created by the application of a determiner to a noun phrase.
We suggest the following diagrammatic semantics for a determiner Det:

Det

N

N

N N

N

N

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:

satisfying
Al

A Al

A
Al A Al

= A

As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:

=

· · ·

· · ·
···

···

In the category FdVect, apart from spaces V,W , which are objects of the category, we also have
vectors �!v ,�!w . These are depicted by their representing morphisms and as triangles with a number of
strings emanating from them. The number of strings of a triangle denote the tensor rank of the vector;
for instance, the diagrams for �!v 2 V,

�!
v0 2 V ⌦W , and

�!
v00 2 V ⌦W ⌦ Z are as follows:

V W WV ZV

3 Diagrammatic Compact Closed Semantics

Following the terminology and notation of [2], given a phrase containing a quantifier followed by a
noun, that is ‘Q noun’, we call ‘Q’ a determiner and the phrase ‘Q noun’ a quantified phrase.Hence, a
quantified phrase is a noun phrase which is created by the application of a determiner to a noun phrase.
We suggest the following diagrammatic semantics for a determiner Det:

Det

N

N

N N

N

N
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Frobenius Algebras
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Combining and dispatching 

satisfying

Al

A Al

A
Al A Al

= A

As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:
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· · ·

· · ·
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In the category FdVect, apart from spaces V,W , which are objects of the category, we also have
vectors �!v ,�!w . These are depicted by their representing morphisms and as triangles with a number of
strings emanating from them. The number of strings of a triangle denote the tensor rank of the vector;
for instance, the diagrams for �!v 2 V,

�!
v0 2 V ⌦W , and

�!
v00 2 V ⌦W ⌦ Z are as follows:

V W WV ZV

3 Diagrammatic Compact Closed Semantics

Following the terminology and notation of [2], given a phrase containing a quantifier followed by a
noun, that is ‘Q noun’, we call ‘Q’ a determiner and the phrase ‘Q noun’ a quantified phrase.Hence, a
quantified phrase is a noun phrase which is created by the application of a determiner to a noun phrase.
We suggest the following diagrammatic semantics for a determiner Det:
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As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:
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· · ·

· · ·
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In the category FdVect, apart from spaces V,W , which are objects of the category, we also have
vectors �!v ,�!w . These are depicted by their representing morphisms and as triangles with a number of
strings emanating from them. The number of strings of a triangle denote the tensor rank of the vector;
for instance, the diagrams for �!v 2 V,

�!
v0 2 V ⌦W , and

�!
v00 2 V ⌦W ⌦ Z are as follows:

V W WV ZV

3 Diagrammatic Compact Closed Semantics

Following the terminology and notation of [2], given a phrase containing a quantifier followed by a
noun, that is ‘Q noun’, we call ‘Q’ a determiner and the phrase ‘Q noun’ a quantified phrase.Hence, a
quantified phrase is a noun phrase which is created by the application of a determiner to a noun phrase.
We suggest the following diagrammatic semantics for a determiner Det:

Det
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N N
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Example: Vector Spaces

Objects: vector spaces Elements: vectors

Morphisms: linear maps Product: tensor product

Epsilon maps: dot product

Eta maps: diagonal matrix

These express the fact the Al and Ar are the left and right adjoints, respectively, of A in the 1-object
bicategory whose 1-cells are objects of C.

A Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category (C,⌦, I) is a tuple (X, �, ◆, µ, ⇣) where, for X an
object of C, the triple (X, �, ◆) is an internal comonoid; i.e. the following are coassociative and counital
morphisms of C:

� : X ! X ⌦X ◆ : X ! I

Moreover (X,µ, ⇣) is an internal monoid; i.e. the following are associative and unital morphisms:

µ : X ⌦X ! X ⇣ : I ! X

And finally the � and µ morphisms satisfy the following Frobenius condition:

(µ⌦ 1X) � (1X ⌦ �) = � � µ = (1X ⌦ µ) � (� ⌦ 1X)

Informally, the comultiplication � dispatches the information contained in one object into two objects,
and the multiplication µ unifies the information of two objects into one.

Finite Dimensional Vector Spaces. These structures together with linear maps form a compact closed
category, which we refer to as FdVect. Finite dimensional vector spaces V,W are objects of this cate-
gory; linear maps f : V ! W are its morphisms with composition being the composition of linear maps.
The tensor product V ⌦W is the linear algebraic tensor product, whose unit is the scalar field of vector
spaces; in our case this is the field of reals R. Here, there is a naturual isomorphism V ⌦W ⇠= W ⌦ V .
As a result of the symmetry of the tensor, the two adjoints reduce to one and we obtain the isomorphism
V l ⇠= V r ⇠= V ⇤, where V ⇤ is the dual space of V . When the basis vectors of the vector spaces are fixed,
it is further the case that we have V ⇤ ⇠= V .

Given a basis {ri}i for a vector space V , the epsilon maps are given by the inner product extended
by linearity; i.e. we have:

✏l = ✏r : V ⌦ V ! R given by
X

ij

cij  i ⌦ �j 7!
X

ij

cijh i | �ji

Similarly, eta maps are defined as follows:

⌘l = ⌘r : R ! V ⌦ V given by 1 7!
X

i

ri ⌦ ri

Any vector space V with a fixed basis {�!vi}i has a Frobenius algebra over it, explicitly given as follows,
where �ij is the Kronecker delta.

� : V ! V ⌦ V given by �!vi 7! �!vi ⌦�!vi
µ : V ⌦ V ! V given by �!vi ⌦�!vj 7! �ij

�!vi
◆ : V ! R given by �!vi 7! 1

⇣ : R ! V given by 1 7!
X

i

�!vi

Relations. Another important example of a compact closed category is Rel, the cateogry of sets and
relations. Here, ⌦ is cartesian product with the singleton set as its unit I = {?}, and ⇤ is identity on
objects. Closure reduces to the fact that a relation between sets A ⇥ B and C is equivalently a relation

These express the fact the Al and Ar are the left and right adjoints, respectively, of A in the 1-object
bicategory whose 1-cells are objects of C.

A Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category (C,⌦, I) is a tuple (X, �, ◆, µ, ⇣) where, for X an
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Finite Dimensional Vector Spaces. These structures together with linear maps form a compact closed
category, which we refer to as FdVect. Finite dimensional vector spaces V,W are objects of this cate-
gory; linear maps f : V ! W are its morphisms with composition being the composition of linear maps.
The tensor product V ⌦W is the linear algebraic tensor product, whose unit is the scalar field of vector
spaces; in our case this is the field of reals R. Here, there is a naturual isomorphism V ⌦W ⇠= W ⌦ V .
As a result of the symmetry of the tensor, the two adjoints reduce to one and we obtain the isomorphism
V l ⇠= V r ⇠= V ⇤, where V ⇤ is the dual space of V . When the basis vectors of the vector spaces are fixed,
it is further the case that we have V ⇤ ⇠= V .
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Relations. Another important example of a compact closed category is Rel, the cateogry of sets and
relations. Here, ⌦ is cartesian product with the singleton set as its unit I = {?}, and ⇤ is identity on
objects. Closure reduces to the fact that a relation between sets A ⇥ B and C is equivalently a relation

Combining: sends a vector to a diagonal matrix

These express the fact the Al and Ar are the left and right adjoints, respectively, of A in the 1-object
bicategory whose 1-cells are objects of C.

A Frobenius algebra in a monoidal category (C,⌦, I) is a tuple (X, �, ◆, µ, ⇣) where, for X an
object of C, the triple (X, �, ◆) is an internal comonoid; i.e. the following are coassociative and counital
morphisms of C:

� : X ! X ⌦X ◆ : X ! I

Moreover (X,µ, ⇣) is an internal monoid; i.e. the following are associative and unital morphisms:

µ : X ⌦X ! X ⇣ : I ! X

And finally the � and µ morphisms satisfy the following Frobenius condition:

(µ⌦ 1X) � (1X ⌦ �) = � � µ = (1X ⌦ µ) � (� ⌦ 1X)

Informally, the comultiplication � dispatches the information contained in one object into two objects,
and the multiplication µ unifies the information of two objects into one.

Finite Dimensional Vector Spaces. These structures together with linear maps form a compact closed
category, which we refer to as FdVect. Finite dimensional vector spaces V,W are objects of this cate-
gory; linear maps f : V ! W are its morphisms with composition being the composition of linear maps.
The tensor product V ⌦W is the linear algebraic tensor product, whose unit is the scalar field of vector
spaces; in our case this is the field of reals R. Here, there is a naturual isomorphism V ⌦W ⇠= W ⌦ V .
As a result of the symmetry of the tensor, the two adjoints reduce to one and we obtain the isomorphism
V l ⇠= V r ⇠= V ⇤, where V ⇤ is the dual space of V . When the basis vectors of the vector spaces are fixed,
it is further the case that we have V ⇤ ⇠= V .

Given a basis {ri}i for a vector space V , the epsilon maps are given by the inner product extended
by linearity; i.e. we have:

✏l = ✏r : V ⌦ V ! R given by
X

ij

cij  i ⌦ �j 7!
X

ij

cijh i | �ji

Similarly, eta maps are defined as follows:

⌘l = ⌘r : R ! V ⌦ V given by 1 7!
X

i

ri ⌦ ri

Any vector space V with a fixed basis {�!vi}i has a Frobenius algebra over it, explicitly given as follows,
where �ij is the Kronecker delta.

� : V ! V ⌦ V given by �!vi 7! �!vi ⌦�!vi
µ : V ⌦ V ! V given by �!vi ⌦�!vj 7! �ij

�!vi
◆ : V ! R given by �!vi 7! 1

⇣ : R ! V given by 1 7!
X

i
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Relations. Another important example of a compact closed category is Rel, the cateogry of sets and
relations. Here, ⌦ is cartesian product with the singleton set as its unit I = {?}, and ⇤ is identity on
objects. Closure reduces to the fact that a relation between sets A ⇥ B and C is equivalently a relation
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Example: Sets and Relations

Objects: sets Elements: individuals

Morphisms: relations Product: cartesian product

Epsilon and eta maps

Combining and dispatching

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:

between A and B ⇥ C. Given a set S with elements si, sj 2 S, the epsilon and eta maps are given as
follows:

✏l = ✏r : S ⇥ S ! {?} given by {((si, sj), ?) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}
⌘l = ⌘r : {?} ! S ⇥ S given by {(?, (si, sj)) | si, sj 2 S, si = sj}

Every object in Rel has a Frobenius algebra over it given by the diagonal and codiagonal relations,
as described below:

� : S ! S ⇥ S given by {(si, (sj , sk)) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
µ : S ⇥ S ! S given by {(si, sj), sk) | si, sj , sk 2 S, si = sj = sk}
◆ : S ! {?} given by {(si, ?) | si 2 S}
⇣ : {?} ! S given by {(?, si) | si 2 S}

For the details of verifying that for each of the two examples above, the corresponding conditions
hold see [3].

2.3 String Diagrams

The framework of compact closed categories and Frobenius algebras comes with a complete diagram-
matic calculus that visualises derivations, and which also simplifies the categorical and vector space
computations. Morphisms are depicted by boxes and objects by lines, representing their identity mor-
phisms. For instance a morphism f : A ! B, and an object A with the identity arrow 1A : A ! A, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B

A

The tensor products of the objects and morphisms are depicted by juxtaposing their diagrams side
by side, whereas compositions of morphisms are depicted by putting one on top of the other; for instance
the object A⌦B, and the morphisms f ⌦ g and f � h, for f : A ! B, g : C ! D, and h : B ! C, are
depicted as follows:

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1A) � (1A⌦
⌘l) = 1A are as follows:
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Categorical Semantics

Model

f

A

B D

g

C f

A

B

h

C

A B

The ✏ maps are depicted by cups, ⌘ maps by caps, and yanking by their composition and straighten-
ing of the strings. For instance, the diagrams for ✏l : Al⌦A ! I , ⌘ : I ! A⌦Al and (✏l⌦ 1

A

) � (1
A

⌦
⌘l) = 1

A

are as follows:

Al

A Al

A
Al A Al

= A

As for Frobenius algebras, the diagrams for the monoid and comonoid morphisms are as follows:

(µ, ⇣) (�, ◆)

with the Frobenius condition being depicted as:

= =

The defining axioms guarantee that any picture depicting a Frobenius computation can be reduced to a
normal form that only depends on the number of input and output strings of the nodes, independent of
the topology. These normal forms can be simplified to so-called ‘spiders’:

=

· · ·

· · ·
···

···

3 Abstract Compact Closed Semantics

An abstract compact closed categorical model for the language L
⌃

= (X
S

,R) is a tuple (C,W, S, [[ ]])
where C is a compact closed category with two distinguished objects W and S where W has a Frobe-
nius algebra on it and [[ ]] is a function that assigns morphisms from this category to expression of the
language. The interpretations of the basic expressions are as follows:

Compact Closed
Category

Designated Objects with Frob. Structure

3 Abstract Compact Closed Semantics

Definition 1. An abstract compact closed categorical model for the language generated by the CGG

of generalised quantifiers theory G = (T,N, S,R) is a tuple (C,W, S, [[ ]]) where C is a self adjoint

compact closed category with two distinguished objects W and S, where W has a Frobenius algebra

on it, and

[[ ]] : P ! C

is a strongly monoidal functor between C and the pregroup grammar P = (T,�, s) obtained from G via

the mapping � : T [N ! P . We set:

[[p]] = [[n]] = W [[s]] = S

We define the interpretation of a w 2 T to be the morphism I ! [[�(w)]] for an atomic rule A ! w
in R, where A 2 {NP,N,VP,V}; for the case where A = Det this interpretation is defined to be the

morphism [[�(w)]] ! [[�(w)]]. We abuse the notation and denote the interpretation of a word w also by

[[w]], that is, we have:

[[w]] := I ! [[�(w)]]

Thus for the lexicon of the CCG of the generalised quantifiers theory we obtain:

NP ! np =) [[np]] := I ! [[�(np)]] : I ! W

N ! n =) [[n]] := I ! [[�(n)]] : I ! W

VP ! vp =) [[vp]] := I ! [[�(vp)]] : I ! W r ⌦ S

V ! v =) [[v]] := I ! [[�(v)]] : I ! W r ⌦ S ⌦W l

Det ! d =) [[(d)]] := I ! [[�(d)]] : W ! W

The diagrammatic semantics of the above interpretations are as follows:

W W

[[np]] [[n]]

W rW r S S W l

[[vp]] [[v]]

[[d]]

W

W

Intuitively, noun phrases and nouns are elements within the object W ; the former is a singleton element
and the latter not necessarily so. The abstract language and its diagrammatic representation do not
have means of distinguishing the two; when we instantiate these to concrete categories the difference
between them becomes evident. Verb phrases are elements within the object W r ⌦ S; the intuition
behind this representation is that in a compact closed category we have that W r ⌦ S ⇠= W ! S, where
W r ! S = Hom(W,S) is an internal hom object of the category, coming from its monoidal closeness.
Hence, we are modelling verb phrases as morphisms with input W and output S. Similarly, verbs are
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[[w]], that is, we have:
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Thus for the lexicon of the CCG of the generalised quantifiers theory we obtain:
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Intuitively, noun phrases and nouns are elements within the object W ; the former is a singleton element
and the latter not necessarily so. The abstract language and its diagrammatic representation do not
have means of distinguishing the two; when we instantiate these to concrete categories the difference
between them becomes evident. Verb phrases are elements within the object W r ⌦ S; the intuition
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(np,NP) 2 X
S

=) [[np]] : I ! W

(n,N) 2 X
S

=) [[n]] : I ! W

(vp,VP) 2 X
S

=) [[vp]] : I ! W r ⌦ S

(v,V) 2 X
S

=) [[v]] : I ! W r ⌦ S ⌦W l

(d,Det) 2 X
S

=) [[d]] : W ! W

The diagrammatic semantics of the above interpretations are as follows:

W W

[[np]] [[n]]

W rW r S S W l

[[vp]] [[v]]

[[d]]

W l

W

Noun phrases and nouns are elements within the object W ; the former is a singleton element and
the latter not necessarily so. The abstract language and its diagrammatic representation do not have
means of distinguishing the two; when we instantiate these to concrete categories the difference be-
tween them becomes evident. Verb phrases are elements within the object W r ⌦ S; the intuition behind
this representation is that in a compact closed category we have that W r ⌦ S ⇠= W ! S, where
W r ! S = Hom(W,S) is an internal hom object of the category, coming from its monoidal close-
ness. Hence, we are modelling verb phrases as morphisms with input W and output S. Similarly, verbs
are elements within the object W r⌦S⌦W r, equivalent to morphisms W ⌦W ! S with pairs of input
from W and output S.

The interpretations of the expressions generated by the rules are defined by induction as follows:

– [[Det N]] := (1
W

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
W

⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W

⌦ [[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W⌦W

⌦ ⇧ ⌦ 1
W⌦W

) �
(1

W

⌦ ⌘
W

⌦ 1
W⌦W

) � (⌘
W

⌦ [[n]]) Diagrammatically, this condition corresponds to the following
equivalence of diagrams:

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

⇠= [[d]]

W

W

W W

W

W

W

[[n]]

⇧

This equivalence expresses the ‘living on’ property. By using the axioms of compact closed cate-
gories and Frobenius algebras, the right hand side diagram above simplifies to the following left
hand side diagram below, which in turn is equivalent to the right hand side diagram below:

W

[[d]]

W
W W

[[n]]

⇧

⇠=
W

[[d]]

WW

W

[[n]]

⇧

According to the diagram on the right hand side, semantics of [[d]] � [[n]] is an element of W which is
equivalent to the element obtained by making a copy (via the Frobenius map �

W

) of the noun in W ,
applying the determiner to one copy and taking the intersection of the other copy (via the Frobenius
map µ

W

) with W . Hence we obtain the following simplified version of the ‘living on’ property:

[[Det N]] := [[d]] � [[n]] ⇠= ✏
W

� (1
W

⌦ ⇧) � ([[d]]⌦ µ
W

) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ 1
W

)

– [[V NP]] := (1
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[v]]⌦ [[np]]). Diagrammatically, we have:

W WS W

[[v]] [[np]]

– [[NP VP]] := (✏
W

⌦ 1
S

) � ([[np]]⌦ [[vp]]). Diagrammatically, we have:

WW S

[[np]] [[vp]]

In the abstract setting the meaning and semantic interpretation of sentences are the same: they both
are represented by the object S. In the next section we show how to instantiate this setting to a con-
crete relational setting where meaning can be defined to be true or false. Here, we provide semantics
interpretations for sentences with a quantified phrase at their subject and object position.

The interpretation of a sentence with a quantified phrase in subject position and its simplified forms
are as follows:
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In the abstract setting the meaning and semantic interpretation of sentences are the same: they both
are represented by the object S. In the next section we show how to instantiate this setting to a con-
crete relational setting where meaning can be defined to be true or false. Here, we provide semantics
interpretations for sentences with a quantified phrase at their subject and object position.

The interpretation of a sentence with a quantified phrase in subject position and its simplified forms
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According to the diagram on the right hand side, semantics of [[d]] � [[n]] is an element of W which is
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) of the noun in W ,
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map µ
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In the abstract setting the meaning and semantic interpretation of sentences are the same: they both
are represented by the object S. In the next section we show how to instantiate this setting to a con-
crete relational setting where meaning can be defined to be true or false. Here, we provide semantics
interpretations for sentences with a quantified phrase at their subject and object position.

The interpretation of a sentence with a quantified phrase in subject position and its simplified forms
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In the abstract setting the meaning and semantic interpretation of sentences are the same: they both
are represented by the object S. In the next section we show how to instantiate this setting to a con-
crete relational setting where meaning can be defined to be true or false. Here, we provide semantics
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the latter not necessarily so. The abstract language and its diagrammatic representation do not have
means of distinguishing the two; when we instantiate these to concrete categories the difference be-
tween them becomes evident. Verb phrases are elements within the object W r ⌦ S; the intuition behind
this representation is that in a compact closed category we have that W r ⌦ S ⇠= W ! S, where
W r ! S = Hom(W,S) is an internal hom object of the category, coming from its monoidal close-
ness. Hence, we are modelling verb phrases as morphisms with input W and output S. Similarly, verbs
are elements within the object W r⌦S⌦W r, equivalent to morphisms W ⌦W ! S with pairs of input
from W and output S.

The interpretations of the expressions generated by the rules are defined by induction as follows:

– [[Det N]] := (1
W

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
W

⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W

⌦ [[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W⌦W

⌦ ⇧ ⌦ 1
W⌦W

) �
(1

W

⌦ ⌘
W

⌦ 1
W⌦W

) � (⌘
W

⌦ [[n]]) Diagrammatically, this condition corresponds to the following
equivalence of diagrams:

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

⇠= [[d]]

W

W

W W

W

W

W

[[n]]

⇧

This equivalence expresses the ‘living on’ property. By using the axioms of compact closed cate-
gories and Frobenius algebras, the right hand side diagram above simplifies to the following left
hand side diagram below, which in turn is equivalent to the right hand side diagram below:

(np,NP) 2 X
S

=) [[np]] : I ! W

(n,N) 2 X
S

=) [[n]] : I ! W

(vp,VP) 2 X
S

=) [[vp]] : I ! W r ⌦ S

(v,V) 2 X
S

=) [[v]] : I ! W r ⌦ S ⌦W l

(d,Det) 2 X
S

=) [[d]] : W ! W

The diagrammatic semantics of the above interpretations are as follows:

W W

[[np]] [[n]]

W rW r S S W l

[[vp]] [[v]]

[[d]]

W l

W

Noun phrases and nouns are elements within the object W ; the former is a singleton element and
the latter not necessarily so. The abstract language and its diagrammatic representation do not have
means of distinguishing the two; when we instantiate these to concrete categories the difference be-
tween them becomes evident. Verb phrases are elements within the object W r ⌦ S; the intuition behind
this representation is that in a compact closed category we have that W r ⌦ S ⇠= W ! S, where
W r ! S = Hom(W,S) is an internal hom object of the category, coming from its monoidal close-
ness. Hence, we are modelling verb phrases as morphisms with input W and output S. Similarly, verbs
are elements within the object W r⌦S⌦W r, equivalent to morphisms W ⌦W ! S with pairs of input
from W and output S.

The interpretations of the expressions generated by the rules are defined by induction as follows:

– [[Det N]] := (1
W

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
W

⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W

⌦ [[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
W

) � (1
W⌦W

⌦ ⇧ ⌦ 1
W⌦W

) �
(1

W

⌦ ⌘
W

⌦ 1
W⌦W

) � (⌘
W

⌦ [[n]]) Diagrammatically, this condition corresponds to the following
equivalence of diagrams:

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

⇠= [[d]]

W

W

W W

W

W

W

[[n]]

⇧

This equivalence expresses the ‘living on’ property. By using the axioms of compact closed cate-
gories and Frobenius algebras, the right hand side diagram above simplifies to the following left
hand side diagram below, which in turn is equivalent to the right hand side diagram below:
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Example: meaning of  ``Det  N  VP NP’’

[[n]] [[v]] [[np]]

W WSW

W W

[[d]]

W

WW

W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[np]][[n]] [[v]]

[[d]]
W W

WW

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

) � ([[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
S

) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the subject (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the subject. One of these is being unified with the subject argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of subject and
subjects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map [[d]] and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of [[d]]. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the subject-of-verb and
the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

A sentence with a quantified phrase in object position is generated by the rule ‘NP V Det N’. Its
diagrammatic meaning and its simplified form are as follows:

[[n]]

W S WW

[[np]]

W

[[v]]

W WS

[[d]]

W

W W

W W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[n]][[np]] [[v]]

W

W
[[d]]

W

W

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (✏
W

⌦ 1
S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the object (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the object. One of these is being unified with the object argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of object and
objects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map Det and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of Det. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the object of the verb
and the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

Putting the two cases together, the semantic interpretation of a sentence with quantified phrases both
at subject and at an object position has the following simplified form:

[[n]] [[vp]]

W W SW

[[d]]

W

WW

W

W

⇠=

SWW

[[n]] [[vp]]

[[d]]
W W

WW

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

) � ([[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
S

) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[vp]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the subject (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the subject. One of these is being unified with the subject argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of subject and
subjects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map [[d]] and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of [[d]]. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the subject-of-verb and
the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

A sentence with a quantified phrase in object position is generated by the rule ‘NP V Det N’. Its
diagrammatic meaning and its simplified form are as follows:

[[n]]

W S WW

[[np]]

W

[[v]]

W WS

[[d]]

W

W W

W W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[n]][[np]] [[v]]

W

W
[[d]]

W

W

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (✏
W

⌦ 1
S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the object (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the object. One of these is being unified with the object argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of object and
objects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map Det and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of Det. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the object of the verb
and the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

Putting the two cases together, the semantic interpretation of a sentence with quantified phrases both
at subject and at an object position has the following simplified form:
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Example: meaning of  ``NP  V  Det N’’

[[n]] [[v]] [[np]]

W WSW

W W

[[d]]

W

WW

W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[np]][[n]] [[v]]

[[d]]
W W

WW

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

) � ([[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
S

) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the subject (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the subject. One of these is being unified with the subject argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of subject and
subjects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map [[d]] and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of [[d]]. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the subject-of-verb and
the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

A sentence with a quantified phrase in object position is generated by the rule ‘NP V Det N’. Its
diagrammatic meaning and its simplified form are as follows:

[[n]]

W S WW

[[np]]

W

[[v]]

W WS

[[d]]

W

W W

W W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[n]][[np]] [[v]]

W

W
[[d]]

W

W

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (✏
W

⌦ 1
S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the object (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the object. One of these is being unified with the object argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of object and
objects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map Det and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of Det. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the object of the verb
and the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

Putting the two cases together, the semantic interpretation of a sentence with quantified phrases both
at subject and at an object position has the following simplified form:

[[n]] [[vp]]

W W SW

[[d]]

W

WW

W

W

⇠=

SWW

[[n]] [[vp]]

[[d]]
W W

WW

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

) � ([[d]]⌦ µ
W

⌦ 1
S

) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[vp]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the subject (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the subject. One of these is being unified with the subject argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of subject and
subjects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map [[d]] and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of [[d]]. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the subject-of-verb and
the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

A sentence with a quantified phrase in object position is generated by the rule ‘NP V Det N’. Its
diagrammatic meaning and its simplified form are as follows:

[[n]]

W S WW

[[np]]

W

[[v]]

W WS

[[d]]

W

W W

W W

W

⇠=

WSW WW

[[n]][[np]] [[v]]

W

W
[[d]]

W

W

The symbolic representation of the simplified diagram above is as follows:

(1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � (1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (✏
W

⌦ 1
S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Intuitively, the determiner first makes a copy of the object (via the Frobenius � map), so now we
have two copies of the object. One of these is being unified with the object argument of the verb (via
the Frobenius µ map). In set-theoretic terms this is the intersection of the interpretations of object and
objects-of-verb. The other copy is being inputted to the determiner map Det and will produce a modified
noun based on the meaning of the determiner. The last step is the application of the unification to the
output of Det. Set theoretically, this step will decide whether the intersection of the object of the verb
and the noun belongs to the interpretation of the quantified noun.

Putting the two cases together, the semantic interpretation of a sentence with quantified phrases both
at subject and at an object position has the following simplified form:
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Example: meaning of  ``Det N  V  Det N’’

SW

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

W

W

W

WW

[[n]][[v]]

[[d]]

W

W

W

W

The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[d]]⌦⌦µ
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

Given the set-theoretical model (U, [[ ]]) of a language L
⌃

, a relational instantiation of the abstract com-
pact closed categorical interpretation is provided by the tuple (Rel,P(U), {?}, [[ ]]), defined as follows:

– For a word with a lexical category N,NP, and VP, that is, for s 2 {N, NP, VP} and any w 2 ⌃ such
that (w, s) 2 X

⌃

, we have
[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)

which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Note the words in VP are represented by [[w]] : {?} ! P(U) ⌦ {?} and we have P(U) ⌦ {?} ⇠=
P(U).

– For words with lexical category V, we have

[[w]] ! P(U)⌦ {?}⌦ P(U)

The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)).

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

in Rel, i.e. a function from P(U) to PP(U), namely a relational interpretation of the generalised
quantifier map [[d]].

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence the meaning of a sentence
with a quantified phrase at its subject position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U)([[d]]⌦ µP(U))(�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦ ✏P(U)) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

SW

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

W

W

W

WW

[[n]][[v]]

[[d]]

W

W

W

W

The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[d]]⌦⌦µ
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

Given the set-theoretical model (U, [[ ]]) of a language L
⌃

, a relational instantiation of the abstract com-
pact closed categorical interpretation is provided by the tuple (Rel,P(U), {?}, [[ ]]), defined as follows
(recall that in Rel arrows are relations):

– For a word with a lexical category N,NP, and VP, that is, for s 2 {N, NP, VP} and any w 2 ⌃ such
that (w, s) 2 X

⌃

, we have
[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)

which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Concretely, these are given as follows:

[[w]] := {{a} | for each a 2 [[w]]}

Note the words in VP are represented by [[w]] : {?} ! P(U) ⌦ {?} and we have P(U) ⌦ {?} ⇠=
P(U).

– For words with lexical category V, we have

[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)⌦ {?}⌦ P(U)

The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)). Concretely, these are given as follows:

[[w]] := {({a}, {b}) | (a, b) 2 [[w]]}

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

This is the relational interpretation of the generalised quantifier map [[d]] from P(U) to PP(U). It is
applied point wisely to a set of sets, and it is easy to see that this will result in [[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]]).
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Truth Theoretic Model
Instantiation in sets and relations

S N

Det

N

N

Sbj

N

N

N

NN

ObjVerb

Det

N

N

N

N

The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏N ⌦ 1S ⌦ ✏N ) � (Det⌦⌦µN ⌦ 1S ⌦ µN ⌦Det) � (�N ⌦ 1N⌦S⌦N ⌦ �N )(
�!
Sbj ⌦��!

Verb ⌦�!
Obj)

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

For this part, we work in the category Rel of sets and relations. We take U to be a universal reference
set of individuals and take N to be the set of all subsets of U , denoted by P(U). A common noun is
modelled by the set of all subsets of its individuals. We take S to be the singleton set I = {?}, that is the
unit of tensor product in Rel. A verb is the set of all subsets of a relation (corresponding to its predicate).
For an intransitive verb, this relation is on the set N ⇥ S; since we have N ⇥ S ⇠= N , each relation
corresponds to a subset of N . For a transitive verb, it is a relation on the set N ⇥ S ⇥N ⇠= N ⇥N .

The map Det sends a subset of individuals to a set of its subsets exactly in the same way as defined
by [2]. For example, for Det = ‘two’, the output is the set of subsets of individuals whose elements have
cardinality exactly two; for Det = ‘some’, the output is the set of subsets of individuals and so on.

[[X]] = {Xi | Xi 2 P([[X]])}

[[N]] = {Ni | Ni 2 P([[N]])}

[[V]] = {Vj | Vj 2 P([[V]])}

Det([[N]]) = {Dk | Dk 2 Det([[N]])}

The truth-theoretic meaning of the sentence “Det Sbj Verb” is obtained by computing the morphism
developed in section 4 in category Rel. Here, since we have S = I , the morphisms that are applied to
object S are dropped.

Suppose we have:

[[Sbj]] = {Ai | Ai 2 P([[Sbj]])}
[[Verb]] = {Bj | Bj 2 P([[Verb]])}

Det
⇣
[[Sbj]]

⌘
= {Dk | Dk 2 Det([[Sbj]])}

SW

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

W

W

W

WW

[[n]][[v]]

[[d]]

W

W

W

W

The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[d]]⌦⌦µ
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

Given the set-theoretical model (U, [[ ]]) of a language L
⌃

, a relational instantiation of the abstract com-
pact closed categorical interpretation is provided by the tuple (Rel,P(U), {?}, [[ ]]), defined as follows:

– For a word with a lexical category N,NP, and VP, that is, for s 2 {N, NP, VP} and any w 2 ⌃ such
that (w, s) 2 X

⌃

, we have
[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)

which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Note the words in VP are represented by [[w]] : {?} ! P(U) ⌦ {?} and we have P(U) ⌦ {?} ⇠=
P(U).

– For words with lexical category V, we have

[[w]] ! P(U)⌦ {?}⌦ P(U)

The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)).

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

in Rel, i.e. a function from P(U) to PP(U), namely a relational interpretation of the generalised
quantifier map [[d]].

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence the meaning of a sentence
with a quantified phrase at its subject position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U)([[d]]⌦ µP(U))(�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦ ✏P(U)) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Model

w in N, NP, VP

SW

[[d]]

W

W

[[n]]

W

W

W

WW

[[n]][[v]]

[[d]]

W

W

W

W

The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ ✏
W

) � ([[d]]⌦⌦µ
W

⌦ 1
S

⌦ µ
W

⌦ [[d]]) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

Given the set-theoretical model (U, [[ ]]) of a language L
⌃

, a relational instantiation of the abstract com-
pact closed categorical interpretation is provided by the tuple (Rel,P(U), {?}, [[ ]]), defined as follows:

– For a word with a lexical category N,NP, and VP, that is, for s 2 {N, NP, VP} and any w 2 ⌃ such
that (w, s) 2 X

⌃

, we have
[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)

which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Note the words in VP are represented by [[w]] : {?} ! P(U) ⌦ {?} and we have P(U) ⌦ {?} ⇠=
P(U).

– For words with lexical category V, we have

[[w]] ! P(U)⌦ {?}⌦ P(U)

The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)).

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

in Rel, i.e. a function from P(U) to PP(U), namely a relational interpretation of the generalised
quantifier map [[d]].

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence the meaning of a sentence
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Truth Theoretic Model
Soundness and Completeness

Definition

The compact closed meaning of a sentence in the 
relational interpretation is  true iff

Theorem

The compact closed meanings of  sentences are true in 
the relational interpretation iff they are true in the 
generalized quantifier theory. 

– For A 2 P(U) the ⇧ operator plays the role of a de-bracketer, that is we have

⇧(A) = {y 2 A | 9z 2 A, y 2 z}

This is a relation that takes a set of sets and returns a set containing a set that contains their union.

Discussion about the choice of P(U). The reason we are working with P(U) and not U itself is that the
interpretation of a determiner according to the abstract compact closed semantics developed in ?? is a
morphism from W to W . According to the generalised quantifier theory explained in 2.2, the determiner
is a function from P to PP(U), which is precisely a relation from P(U) to P(U). But as a consequence,
meanings of words become a set of subsets: words with lexical category N,NP, and VP become a set
of subsets of U ; words with lexical category V become a set of pairs of subsets of U . So we have to
interpret a set as a set of sets, we do so by representing each element of the set and the singleton set
including it.

5 Justification and Examples

Recalling that, as shown in [?,?], the Frobenius µ map is the analog of set-theoretic intersection and
the compact closed epsilon map is the analog of set-theoretic application, it is not hard to show that the
truth-theoretic interpretation of the compact closed semantics of quantified sentences provides us with
the same meaning as their generalised quantifier semantics. In what follows, we make this formal as
follows.

Definition 2. The meaning of a sentence in the concrete relational instantiation of the compact closed

categorical interpretation is true if and only if

[[NP VP]] = {?}

Theorem 1. Meaning of a sentence in the concrete relational interpretation is true if and only if it is

true in generalised quantifier theory.

Proof. Suppose we have:

[[n]] = {{a
i

} | for each a
i

2 [[n]]} [[vp]] = {{b
j

} | for each b
j

2 [[vp]]}
[[v]] = {({bj}, {b

k

}) | for each (b
j

, b
k

) 2 [[v]]} [[np]] = {{c
l

} | for each c
l

2 [[np]]}

[[d]]
⇣
[[n]]

⌘
= {D

o

| for each D
o

2 [[d]]([[n]])}

The case of a non-quantified sentence is uninteresting. If a sentence is quantified, it is either of the
form ‘Det N VP’ or of the form ‘NP V Det N’.

– For the first case, we first compute [[Det N VP]], which since S = I , simplifies to the following:

✏P(U) � (1P(U) ⌦ ⇧) � ([[d]]⌦ µP(U)) � (�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U)) � ([[n]]⌦ [[vp]])

This is done in four steps. In the first step we have:

(�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U))
⇣
{{a

i

} | a
i

2 ([[n]])}⌦ {{bj} | b
j

2 [[vp]]}
⌘
=

{({a
i

}, {a
i

}) | for each a
i

2 [[n]]}⌦ {{bj} | for each b
j

2 [[vp]]}
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Concrete Vector Space Model

Main vector space

w in N, NP

very hard task, as the distributional spaces can already be seen as being such vector spaces. In V
l[⌃], the

basis is the set of lemmas, hence each basis vector �!v
i

represents a lemma. One can immediately take
the converse of the l map and replace the lemma with the set of words that have that lemma, that is with
l�1[v

i

]. In this case, the vector meanings of words are as described in section 2.1. However, one can also
work with sets of lemmas as basis vectors. This is common practice in advanced distributional models,
where sets of lemmas are referred to by clusters, Here, each basis vector corresponds to a set of lemmas
grouped together into clusters. The grouping criterion depends on the clustering scheme used; the most
famous scheme is known as k-means. This scheme pre requires the number of clusters, that is the fixed
number k; a lemma is grouped into a cluster based on its closeness to the mean vector of that cluster. A
more advanced method is hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) which is an iterative bottom-up
approach and which does not rely on pre-setting the number of clusters.

In either case, the concrete vectors are built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [?]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [?] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

– For a word d with the lexical category Det, we have d : VP(l[⌃])toVP(l[⌃]); this map assigns to a word
w with the lexical category N, a vector d(�!w ) =

P
o

C
o

�!
A

o

, where C
o

is the degree to which extent
(e.g. the number of times) w has co-occurred with d elements of

�!
A

o

. Examples are as follows:

all(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical association between w and all elements of
�!
A

o

some(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical association between w and some elements of
�!
A

o

no(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical association between w and no elements of
�!
A

o

most(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical association between w and most elements of
�!
A

o

few(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical association between w and few elements of
�!
A

o

7.1 Toy Experiment

Entailment in vector space models has been a tricky issue. For a long time researchers feared that it
would not be possible to model it, e.g. see [?], since the most natural relationship between the two
vectors was that of similarity which is two directional. So one cannot say that if �!v is similar to �!w then
�!v entails �!w , since this would immediately result in �!w also entailing �!v . But later the work of Dagan
et al and Geffet and Dagan showed changed the matter. They argued that instead of similarity, one can
use context inclusion as a measure of entailment, this being a perfectly well one-directional relation. So
one says �!v entails �!w if contexts of the word v are also context of the word w.

This notion was later more refined and features were used instead of contexts. Features are triples of
the form h context, syntactic-relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between
the word and the context, and a direction for this syntactic relation. An example is the feature h profit,
pcomp, 0 i for the word ‘company’, it encodes the information in the phrase ‘the profit of the company’,
that in this phrase ‘profit’ is the prepositional complement of ‘company’, and that profit is not modifying
company. The inclusion relation was also refined and now read as follows
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would not be possible to model it, e.g. see [?], since the most natural relationship between the two
vectors was that of similarity which is two directional. So one cannot say that if �!v is similar to �!w then
�!v entails �!w , since this would immediately result in �!w also entailing �!v . But later the work of Dagan
et al and Geffet and Dagan showed changed the matter. They argued that instead of similarity, one can
use context inclusion as a measure of entailment, this being a perfectly well one-directional relation. So
one says �!v entails �!w if contexts of the word v are also context of the word w.

This notion was later more refined and features were used instead of contexts. Features are triples of
the form h context, syntactic-relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)1. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by VP(⌃) = {�!A
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Examples are as follows:

1 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [?], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space to
be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [?] and [?], this provides better experimental results
and the original concrete models of [?] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.
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P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [?]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [?] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

– For a word d with the lexical category Det, we have d : VP(l[⌃])toVP(l[⌃]); this map assigns to a
word w with the lexical category N, a vector d(�!w ) =

P
o

C
o

�!
A

o

, where C
o

is the degree to which
extent (e.g. the number of times) w has co-occurred with d elements of

�!
A

o

. That is we have:

d(�!w ) =
X

o

C
o

�!
A

o

= the degree of statistical association between w and d elements of
�!
A

o

Examples are as follows:
1 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on

previous work [?], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space to
be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [?] and [?], this provides better experimental results
and the original concrete models of [?] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)1. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [?]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [?] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

– For a word d with the lexical category Det, we have d : VP(l[⌃])toVP(l[⌃]); this map assigns to a
word w with the lexical category N, a vector d(�!w ) =

P
o

C
o

�!
A

o

, where C
o

is the degree to which
extent (e.g. the number of times) w has co-occurred with d elements of

�!
A

o

. That is we have:

d(�!w ) =
X

o

C
o

�!
A

o

= the degree of statistical association between w and d elements of
�!
A

o

Examples are as follows:
1 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on

previous work [?], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space to
be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [?] and [?], this provides better experimental results
and the original concrete models of [?] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

w in VP

w in V

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)1. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [?]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [?] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

– For a word d with the lexical category Det, we have d : VP(l[⌃])toVP(l[⌃]); this map assigns to a
word w with the lexical category N, a vector d(�!w ) =

P
o

C
o

�!
A

o

, where C
o

is the degree to which
extent (e.g. the number of times) w has co-occurred with d elements of

�!
A

o

. That is we have:

d(�!w ) =
X

o

C
o

�!
A

o

= the degree of statistical association between w and d elements of
�!
A

o

Examples are as follows:
1 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on

previous work [?], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space to
be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [?] and [?], this provides better experimental results
and the original concrete models of [?] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

For d in Det we define where Co is
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� = Avg

���!
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��!
men) = �

⇣
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v | cos(�!v ,

��!
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⌘
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⇣

��!
v | cos(�!v ,

��!
men) = 0

 

⌘

��!
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��!
men) = �

⇣

��!
v | cos(�!v ,

��!
men) = 0.1736

 

⌘

��!
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��!
men) = �

⇣

��!
v | cos(�!v ,

��!
men) = 0.9397

 

⌘

�!
All(

��!
men) = �

⇣

��!
v | cos(�!v ,

��!
men) = 0.9848

 

⌘

↵

����!
red car = (✏N ⌦ 1N )(
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������!
men sleep = (✏N ⌦ 1S)(

��!
men ⌦��!

sleep)

�����������!
men like cookies = (✏N ⌦ 1S ⌦ ✏N )(

��!
men ⌦��!

sleep ⌦����!
cookies)

F (xx

r µ! x) = F (x)⌦ F (x) ! F (x)

F (x

l
x

µ! x) = F (x)⌦ F (x) ! F (x)

�!
v 1 ��!

v 2

(µN ⌦ ◆S ⌦ ✏N )(

��!
men ⌦�!

ate ⌦����!
cookies)

��!
men � (

�!
ate ⇥����!

cookies)

d

✓
C1

C2

◆
=

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
=

✓
C1C

1
1 + C2C

2
1

C1C
1
2 + C2C

2
2

◆

This can then be replaces and used in the (⇤⇤) formula.
Transitive Example. Consider the same two dimensional W and S spaces for the case of transitive
sentences and the same assumption for the vector meaning of the subject �!n . Assume further that for the
vector of the object we have �!np = C 0

1
�!n 1+C 0

2
�!n 2. In this case, because the verb is an element of a rank

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

��������������!
men who ate cookies =

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)2. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [15]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [15] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

d

✓
C1

C2

◆
=

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
=

✓
C1C

1
1 + C2C

2
1

C1C
1
2 + C2C

2
2

◆

This can then be replaces and used in the (⇤⇤) formula.
Transitive Example. Consider the same two dimensional W and S spaces for the case of transitive
sentences and the same assumption for the vector meaning of the subject �!n . Assume further that for the
vector of the object we have �!np = C 0

1
�!n 1+C 0

2
�!n 2. In this case, because the verb is an element of a rank

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

����������!
men ate cookies = ��!menT ⇥ (

�!ate ⇥����!
cookies)

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)2. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [15]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [15] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

d

✓
C1

C2

◆
=

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
=

✓
C1C

1
1 + C2C

2
1

C1C
1
2 + C2C

2
2

◆

This can then be replaces and used in the (⇤⇤) formula.
Transitive Example. Consider the same two dimensional W and S spaces for the case of transitive
sentences and the same assumption for the vector meaning of the subject �!n . Assume further that for the
vector of the object we have �!np = C 0

1
�!n 1+C 0

2
�!n 2. In this case, because the verb is an element of a rank

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

���������������!
some men ate cookies = some(��!men)T ⇥ (

�!ate ⇥����!
cookies)

7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)2. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [15]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [15] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.

d

✓
C1

C2

◆
=

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
=

✓
C1C

1
1 + C2C

2
1

C1C
1
2 + C2C

2
2

◆

This can then be replaces and used in the (⇤⇤) formula.
Transitive Example. Consider the same two dimensional W and S spaces for the case of transitive
sentences and the same assumption for the vector meaning of the subject �!n . Assume further that for the
vector of the object we have �!np = C 0

1
�!n 1+C 0

2
�!n 2. In this case, because the verb is an element of a rank

3 tensor space, that is �!v 2 W ⌦ S ⌦W , it is not possible to express it as a matrix in two dimensions:
indeed elements of rank 3 tensor spaces are cubes rather than matrices. But opting for not expanding the
corresponding tensor and just denoting the cube of the verb by �!v , the meaning vector of the transitive
sentence with a quantified subject can be expressed as follows

✓✓
C1 C1

C2 C2

◆
� ✏(�!v ⌦

✓
C 0
1

C 0
2

◆
)

◆
⇥ d

✓
C1

C2

◆

The details of the tedious computations are as before, with the exception that in this case, first the verb
has to be applied to its object. This is denoted by the application of the ✏ map to �!v and matrix form of
�!np. The rest of the computation is as before: one takes the point wise multiplication of this result with a
form of diagonalisation of the vector of the subject, then applies this to the effect of the quantifier map
d on the vector of the subject. The result is a sentence vectors in S.

�����!
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7 A Concrete Corpus Based Instantiation

So far we have not said anything about the concrete vector space content of the d maps, we just supposed
they are linear, that they input a vector from W and output another in W , and given this information
we computed what the abstract meaning of a sentence with a quantifier is. In this section, we provide
concrete choices for these maps and present some toy experimental results.

Given a distributional model of word meaning (V
⌃

,�!), we instantiate the vector space model as
(C, VP(⌃), VP(⌃),�!)2. Here, the basis vectors are sets of words, rather than just words. We denote these
basis vectors by

VP(⌃) = {�!A
i

}
i

built as follows:

– For a word w with a lexical category N, NP we have �!w =
P

i

C
i

�!
A

i

, where C
i

is the weight
associated to word w in the cluster A

i

.
– For words w with lexical category VP, we have �!w = �(

P
ij

C
ij

�!
A

i

); following previous work [15]
the term inside the Frobenius � is the sum of the vector meanings of the subjects of w across the
corpus. This is a vector in VP(l[⌃]); the � map turns it into a matrix in VP(l[⌃]) ⌦ VP(l[⌃]).

– For words w with lexical category V, we have �!w = �(
P

ijk

C
ijk

�!
A

i

⌦ �!
A

k

); again following
previous work [15] the term inside � is the sum of the tensor products of vector meanings of the
subjects and objects of w across the corpus; the � map turns this into a cube in VP(l[⌃])⌦VP(l[⌃])⌦
VP(l[⌃]).

2 The choice of a sentence space has been a bottle neck for the compositional distributional models since the start. Based on
previous work [16], here, we are taking the two designated spaces to be the same; that is, we are taking the sentence space
to be the same as the distributional space. The reason is that, as shown in [16] and [?], this provides better experimental
results and the original concrete models of [15] can be encoded in these models using the Frobenius � map.
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Vector Representations for Words

sarma-khordegi

bimari

bini

shadi

galo-dard
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Vector Representations for Words

Bazi gorbeh-ha sarma khordand.

bimari

bini

shadi

Bazi sag-ha galo dard gereftand.
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Disambiguation
Grefenstette and MS, EMNLP, Journal of Computational Linguistics

Computational Linguistics Volume VV, Number NN

Model ⇢

Verb Baseline 0.20
Bigram Baseline 0.14
Trigram Baseline 0.16
Additive 0.10
Multiplicative
AdjMult 0.20
AdjNoun 0.05
CategoricalAdj 0.20
Categorical
AdjMult 0.14
AdjNoun 0.16
CategoricalAdj 0.19
Kronecker
AdjMult 0.26
AdjNoun 0.17
CategoricalAdj 0.27
Upperbound 0.48

Table 8
Model correlation coefficients with human judgements, third experiment. p < 0.05 for each ⇢.

natory process. We reviewed an existing compositional framework which leverages
the ability to communicate information across mathematical structures provided by
category theory in order to define a general way of linking syntactic structure to syntax-
sensitive composition operations. We presented concrete ways to apply this framework
to linguistic tasks and evaluate it, and developed algorithms to construct semantic
representations for words and relation within this framework. In this section, we first
briefly comment upon the combined results of all three experiments, and then conclude
by discussing what aspects of compositionality require further attention, and how
experiment design should adapt towards this goal.

Results Commentary. We evaluated this framework against other unsupervised compo-
sitional distributional model, using non-compositional models and n-gram language
models as baselines, within the context of three experiments. These experiments show
that the concrete categorical model developed here, and the kronecker-based variant
presented alongside it, outperform all other models in each experiment save the first,
where they perform on par with what was the leading model at the time this experiment
was performed (namely 2011). As the experiments involved progressively more syntac-
tically complicated sentences, the increased reliability of our categorical approaches rel-
ative to competing models as sentence complexity rises seems to indicate that both the
categorical and kronecker model successfully leverage the added information provided
by additional terms and syntactic structures.

The third experiment also served to show that using different combinations of
composition operations depending on the syntactic type of the terms being combined
can yield better results, and that some models combine better than others. Notably,

44

young child draw sword young child pulled sword
young child sketched sword
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Sentence Similarity
Kartsaklis and MS, CoNLL, EMNLP

Sentence 1 Sentence 2

man shut door gentleman close eye

survey collect information page provide datum

project present problem programme face difficulty

Model Ambig. Disamb.

BL Verbs only 0.310 ⌧ 0.341
M1 Multiplicative 0.325 ⌧ 0.404
M2 Additive 0.368 ⌧ 0.410
T1 Relational 0.368 ⌧ 0.397
T2 Kronecker 0.404 < 0.412

T3 Copy-subject 0.310 ⌧ 0.337
T4 Copy-object 0.321 ⌧ 0.368

Human agreement 0.550
Difference between T2 and M2 is not s.s.

Table 4: Transitive version of M&L task.

livered by one of the tensor-based models (Kro-
necker), with a difference not statistically signifi-
cant from disambiguated additive. In any case, the
result suggests that as the length of the text seg-
ments increases, the performance of vector mix-
tures and tensor-based models converges. Indeed,
note how the performance of the vector mixture
models are significantly decreased compared with
the verb phrase task.

9 Discussion

The purpose of this work was twofold: our main
objective was to investigate how disambiguation
can affect the compositional models which are
based on higher-order vector spaces; a second, but
not less important goal, was to compare this more
linguistically motivated approach to the simpler
vector mixture methods. Based on the experimen-
tal work presented here, we can say with enough
confidence that disambiguation as an additional
step prior to composition can be indeed very ben-
eficial for tensor-based models. Furthermore, our
experiments confirm and strengthen previous work
(Reddy et al., 2011; Kartsaklis et al., 2013) that
showed better performance of disambiguated vec-
tor mixture models compared to their ambiguous
versions. The positive effect of disambiguation is
more evident for the vector mixture models (espe-
cially for the additive model) than for the tensor-
based ones. This is expected: composite repre-
sentations created by element-wise operations are
averages, and a prior step of disambiguation can
make a great difference.

From a task perspective, the effect of dis-
ambiguation was much more definite in the
phrase/sentence similarity task. This observation
is really interesting, since the words of that dataset
were not selected in order to be ambiguous in
any way. The superior performance of the dis-
ambiguated models, therefore, implies that the
proposed methodology can improve tasks based
on phrase or sentence similarity regardless of the
level of ambiguity in the vocabulary. For these
cases, disambiguation acts as a fine-tuning pro-

cess, the outcome of which seems to be always
positive: it can only produce better composite rep-
resentations, not worse. This is not true for tasks
similar to those of §8.1, by design; hence the sub-
optimal performance of disambiguated models in
the G&S dataset, compared to the dataset of Kart-
saklis et al..

The results are less conclusive for the second
question we posed in the beginning of this sec-
tion, regarding the comparison of the two classes
of models. Despite the obvious benefits of the
tensor-based approaches, this work suggests for
one more time that vector mixture models might
constitute a hard-to-beat baseline; similar obser-
vations have been made, for example, in the com-
parative study of Blacoe and Lapata (2012). How-
ever, when trying to interpret the mixing results re-
garding the effectiveness of the tensor-based mod-
els compared to vector mixtures, we need to take
into account that the tensor-based models tested
in this work were all “hybrid”, in the sense that
they all involved some element of element-wise
operation; in other words, they constituted a trade-
off between transformational power and complex-
ity. Even with this compromise, though, the study
presented in §8.2 implies that the effectiveness
of each method depends to some extent on the
length of the text segment: when more words
are involved, vector mixture models tend to be
less effective; on the contrary, the performance of
tensor-based models seems to be proportional to
the length of the phrase or sentence—the more, the
better. These observations comply with the nature
of the approaches: “averaging” larger numbers of
points results in more general (hence less accu-
rate) representations; on the other hand, a larger
number of arguments makes a function (such as a
verb) more accurate.

10 Conclusion and future work

In the present paper we showed how to improve
a number of tensor-based compositional distribu-
tional models of meaning by introducing a step
of disambiguation prior to composition. Our sim-
ple algorithm (based on the procedure of Schütze
(1998)) disambiguates the tensors before they are
composed with vectors of nouns and construct
vectors for sentences and phrases. This algo-
rithm is quite generic, and can be applied to any
model that follows the tensor contraction process
described in §4. As for future work, we aim to in-
vestigate the application of this procedure to the
regression model of Grefenstette et al. (2013), and
work is already in progress towards this purpose.
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Term-Description Classification
Kartsaklis, MS, Clark, Rimmel, Coecke, MoL, JLC

Term Description
1 emperor person who rule empire
2 queen woman who reign country
3 mammal animal which give birth
4 plug plastic which stop water
5 carnivore animal who eat meat
6 vegetarian person who prefer vegetable
7 doll toy that girl prefer
8 football game that boy like
9 skirt garment that woman wear
10 widow woman whose husband die
11 orphan child whose parent die
12 teacher person whose job educate children
13 comedian artist whose joke entertain people
14 priest clergy whose sermon people follow
15 commander military whose order marine obey
16 clown entertainer whose trick people enjoy
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word and considering its context vector in the computation. As prevue,
the results turned out not to be significantly di↵erent (as the vectors of
relative pronouns were dense and computing by them was similar to com-
puting with the vector consisting of all 1’s). For instance, the cosine for
‘football’ was 0.39 when the pronoun was not considered and 0.37 when
it was considered; for ‘clown’, these numbers were 0.11 and 0.10. These
models did bad on some of the good results of the Frobenius model, for
example in the multiplicative model, the closest description to the term
‘mammal’ was ‘animal that eats meat’. At the same time, they performed
better on some of the bad terms of the Frobenious model, for example
the description of ‘plug’ in the multiplicative model became the closest to
it. The Mean Reciprocal Rank and Accuracy of the cosines between all
the clauses (possessive and non-possessive) are presented in the following
table. Overall, the Frobenius model with ’s = Id did the best. All the
models did better than the baseline, which was the vector of the head
noun of the description, e.g. ‘woman’ for ‘queen’, ‘animal’ for ‘mammal’,
‘plastic’ for ‘plug’ and so on.

Base Frob Frob Mult Mult Add
’s = Id ’s =

P
i(
���!noun1)i without Rel. Pr. with Rel. Pr. /with without Rel. Pr.

MRR 0.70 0.82 0.71 0.78 0.76 0.75

Acc 0.56 0.75 0.56 0.62 0.62 0.62

The above numbers are not real representatives of the performance of the
models; as the dataset is small and hand-made. Extending this task to a
real one on a large automatically built dataset and doing more involved
statistical analysis on the results requires a di↵erent venue; it constitutes
work-in-progress.

12 Rubbayiat???

Three quatrains with ‘whose’, from Fitzgerald’s translation:
(XVI)

Think, in this batter’d Carvanserai
whose doorways are alternate Night and Day
How sultan after sultan with his pomp
Abode his hour or two, and went his way.

(XIX)

Results
Term-Description Classification
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Term Description Cosine
football game that boys like 0.62

woman who reigns country 0.24
toy that girls prefer 0.18
woman whose husband died 0.18

priest clergy whose sermon people follow 0.53
woman who reigns country 0.45
woman whose husband died 0.37
person who rules empire 0.35

plug toy that girls prefer 0.24
plastic which stops water 0.22
woman who reigns country 0.17
game that boys like 0.17

clown woman who reigns country 0.28
toy that girls prefer 0.24
woman whose husband died 0.24
game that boys like 0.24
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 Entailment

(Entailment via Feature Inclusion)

for a feature defined to be a non-zero context.

Proposition

all(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical correlation between w and all elements of
�!
A

o

some(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical correlation between w and some elements of
�!
A

o

no(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical correlation between w and no elements of
�!
A

o

most(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical correlation between w and most elements of
�!
A

o

few(w) C
o

is the degree of statistical correlation between w and few elements of
�!
A

o

To experiment with representations of quantifiers, one needs to model entailment at the level of
words first. Earlier approaches to distributional semantics were concerned that it might not be possible
to do so, e.g. see [?]. The argument was that the most natural relationship between the two word rep-
resentations was that of similarity which is a two directional relation. So one cannot say that if ‘v’ is
similar to ‘w’ then ‘v’ entails ‘w’, since this would immediately result in ‘w’ also entailing ‘v. This con-
cern was over come later by arguing that ‘entailment is the asymmetric ability of one term to substitute
for another’, e.g. see [?,?,?]. Substitutability can be decided using different measures, the simplest of
which is feature inclusion. In this case, one says ‘v’ entails ‘w’ (and writes ‘v ` w’) if features of ‘v’
are also features of ‘w’, where a feature is a basis vector on which a word has a non-zero coefficient.

Entailment at the level of words is extendible to the level of quantified phrases by using the mono-
tonicity properties of quantifiers, for instance we have that ‘all ` some’. From this and that ‘ v ` w0 we
conclude that ‘all v ` some w’. The notion of substitutability using feature inclusion easily lifts to our
powerset model, where we have that features of d(�!w ) are the basis vectors of VP(⌃) on which d(�!w )
has non-zero co-ordinates.

For example, in a vector space V{miaow, bark, neigh}, one expects ‘cat’ to only have one fea-
ture: ‘miaow’, whereas the features of ‘animal’ should be ‘miaow’, ‘bark’, and ‘neigh’. Hence we
have that cat ` animal. In the vector space where representations of quantified phrase live, that is in
VP({miaow, bark, neigh}), we have the following

�!v ` �!w

����!
all cats = C1{{miaow}}

��������!
some animals = C1{{miaow}}+ C2{{bark}}+ · · ·+ C6{{miaow, bark}}+ C7{{bark, neigh}}+ C8{{bark,miaow, neigh}}

Hence features of ‘some cats’ will only be the singleton set {{miaow}} and features of ‘all animals’
will be the whole powerset. As a result, we will indeed have that ‘some cats’ ` ‘all animals’. This is
logically trivial, that is one can easily show the following:

Proposition 1. If features of ‘v’ are included in features of ‘w’ and for two quantifiers d and d0 we have

that d ` d0, then it follows that features of ‘d v’ are included in features of ‘d0 w’.

However, the trouble is that concrete corpus based models of distributional semantics are not fully
logical. It might well be that ‘cat’ has also a statistical correlation with ‘bark’, since cat and dog often co-
occur together. That is why the concept of ‘feature inclusion’ needs to be more refined. To do so, some
researchers have refined the notion of ‘feature’, e.g. [?] has used triples of the form h context, syntactic-
relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between the word and the context, and
a direction for this syntactic relation. Other researchers have swapped the notion of ‘feature’ with that of
‘topic, e.g. see [?]. Some researchers have refined the notion of ‘inclusion’, e.g. [?] introduces a measure
based on precision and recall and [?] works with a weighted version of that called balAPinc. Recently,
using support vector machine classifiers has produced better results, e.g. see [?,?]. In all of these, choice
of the corpus and basis vectors has been crucial. In what follows, we choose a simple setting from these,
perform a small-scale experiment and show in what percentage of the cases our models make sense.

whenever features of v are included in features of w.

If 
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To experiment with representations of quantifiers, one needs to model entailment at the level of
words first. Earlier approaches to distributional semantics were concerned that it might not be possible
to do so, e.g. see [?]. The argument was that the most natural relationship between the two word rep-
resentations was that of similarity which is a two directional relation. So one cannot say that if ‘v’ is
similar to ‘w’ then ‘v’ entails ‘w’, since this would immediately result in ‘w’ also entailing ‘v. This con-
cern was over come later by arguing that ‘entailment is the asymmetric ability of one term to substitute
for another’, e.g. see [?,?,?]. Substitutability can be decided using different measures, the simplest of
which is feature inclusion. In this case, one says ‘v’ entails ‘w’ (and writes ‘v ` w’) if features of ‘v’
are also features of ‘w’, where a feature is a basis vector on which a word has a non-zero coefficient.

Entailment at the level of words is extendible to the level of quantified phrases by using the mono-
tonicity properties of quantifiers, for instance we have that ‘all ` some’. From this and that ‘ v ` w0 we
conclude that ‘all v ` some w’. The notion of substitutability using feature inclusion easily lifts to our
powerset model, where we have that features of d(�!w ) are the basis vectors of VP(⌃) on which d(�!w )
has non-zero co-ordinates.

For example, in a vector space V{miaow, bark, neigh}, one expects ‘cat’ to only have one fea-
ture: ‘miaow’, whereas the features of ‘animal’ should be ‘miaow’, ‘bark’, and ‘neigh’. Hence we
have that cat ` animal. In the vector space where representations of quantified phrase live, that is in
VP({miaow, bark, neigh}), we have the following

�!v ` �!w

����!
all cats = C1{{miaow}}

��������!
some animals = C1{{miaow}}+ C2{{bark}}+ · · ·+ C6{{miaow, bark}}+ C7{{bark, neigh}}+ C8{{bark,miaow, neigh}}

Hence features of ‘some cats’ will only be the singleton set {{miaow}} and features of ‘all animals’
will be the whole powerset. As a result, we will indeed have that ‘some cats’ ` ‘all animals’. This is
logically trivial, that is one can easily show the following:

Proposition 1. If features of ‘v’ are included in features of ‘w’ and for two quantifiers d and d0 we have

that d ` d0, then it follows that features of ‘d v’ are included in features of ‘d0 w’.

However, the trouble is that concrete corpus based models of distributional semantics are not fully
logical. It might well be that ‘cat’ has also a statistical correlation with ‘bark’, since cat and dog often co-
occur together. That is why the concept of ‘feature inclusion’ needs to be more refined. To do so, some
researchers have refined the notion of ‘feature’, e.g. [?] has used triples of the form h context, syntactic-
relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between the word and the context, and
a direction for this syntactic relation. Other researchers have swapped the notion of ‘feature’ with that of
‘topic, e.g. see [?]. Some researchers have refined the notion of ‘inclusion’, e.g. [?] introduces a measure
based on precision and recall and [?] works with a weighted version of that called balAPinc. Recently,
using support vector machine classifiers has produced better results, e.g. see [?,?]. In all of these, choice
of the corpus and basis vectors has been crucial. In what follows, we choose a simple setting from these,
perform a small-scale experiment and show in what percentage of the cases our models make sense.
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To experiment with representations of quantifiers, one needs to model entailment at the level of
words first. Earlier approaches to distributional semantics were concerned that it might not be possible
to do so, e.g. see [?]. The argument was that the most natural relationship between the two word rep-
resentations was that of similarity which is a two directional relation. So one cannot say that if ‘v’ is
similar to ‘w’ then ‘v’ entails ‘w’, since this would immediately result in ‘w’ also entailing ‘v. This con-
cern was over come later by arguing that ‘entailment is the asymmetric ability of one term to substitute
for another’, e.g. see [?,?,?]. Substitutability can be decided using different measures, the simplest of
which is feature inclusion. In this case, one says ‘v’ entails ‘w’ (and writes ‘v ` w’) if features of ‘v’
are also features of ‘w’, where a feature is a basis vector on which a word has a non-zero coefficient.

Entailment at the level of words is extendible to the level of quantified phrases by using the mono-
tonicity properties of quantifiers, for instance we have that ‘all ` some’. From this and that ‘ v ` w0 we
conclude that ‘all v ` some w’. The notion of substitutability using feature inclusion easily lifts to our
powerset model, where we have that features of d(�!w ) are the basis vectors of VP(⌃) on which d(�!w )
has non-zero co-ordinates.

For example, in a vector space V{miaow, bark, neigh}, one expects ‘cat’ to only have one fea-
ture: ‘miaow’, whereas the features of ‘animal’ should be ‘miaow’, ‘bark’, and ‘neigh’. Hence we
have that cat ` animal. In the vector space where representations of quantified phrase live, that is in
VP({miaow, bark, neigh}), we have the following

�!v ` �!w

����!
all cats = C1{{miaow}}

��������!
some animals = C1{{miaow}}+ C2{{bark}}+ · · ·+ C6{{miaow, bark}}+ C7{{bark, neigh}}+ C8{{bark,miaow, neigh}}

Hence features of ‘some cats’ will only be the singleton set {{miaow}} and features of ‘all animals’
will be the whole powerset. As a result, we will indeed have that ‘some cats’ ` ‘all animals’. This is
logically trivial, that is one can easily show the following:

Proposition 1. If features of ‘v’ are included in features of ‘w’ and for two quantifiers d and d0 we have

that

d ` d0

then it follows that features of ‘d v’ are included in features of ‘d0 w’.

However, the trouble is that concrete corpus based models of distributional semantics are not fully
logical. It might well be that ‘cat’ has also a statistical correlation with ‘bark’, since cat and dog often co-
occur together. That is why the concept of ‘feature inclusion’ needs to be more refined. To do so, some
researchers have refined the notion of ‘feature’, e.g. [?] has used triples of the form h context, syntactic-
relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between the word and the context, and
a direction for this syntactic relation. Other researchers have swapped the notion of ‘feature’ with that of
‘topic, e.g. see [?]. Some researchers have refined the notion of ‘inclusion’, e.g. [?] introduces a measure
based on precision and recall and [?] works with a weighted version of that called balAPinc. Recently,
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To experiment with representations of quantifiers, one needs to model entailment at the level of
words first. Earlier approaches to distributional semantics were concerned that it might not be possible
to do so, e.g. see [?]. The argument was that the most natural relationship between the two word rep-
resentations was that of similarity which is a two directional relation. So one cannot say that if ‘v’ is
similar to ‘w’ then ‘v’ entails ‘w’, since this would immediately result in ‘w’ also entailing ‘v. This con-
cern was over come later by arguing that ‘entailment is the asymmetric ability of one term to substitute
for another’, e.g. see [?,?,?]. Substitutability can be decided using different measures, the simplest of
which is feature inclusion. In this case, one says ‘v’ entails ‘w’ (and writes ‘v ` w’) if features of ‘v’
are also features of ‘w’, where a feature is a basis vector on which a word has a non-zero coefficient.

Entailment at the level of words is extendible to the level of quantified phrases by using the mono-
tonicity properties of quantifiers, for instance we have that ‘all ` some’. From this and that ‘ v ` w0 we
conclude that ‘all v ` some w’. The notion of substitutability using feature inclusion easily lifts to our
powerset model, where we have that features of d(�!w ) are the basis vectors of VP(⌃) on which d(�!w )
has non-zero co-ordinates.

For example, in a vector space V{miaow, bark, neigh}, one expects ‘cat’ to only have one fea-
ture: ‘miaow’, whereas the features of ‘animal’ should be ‘miaow’, ‘bark’, and ‘neigh’. Hence we
have that cat ` animal. In the vector space where representations of quantified phrase live, that is in
VP({miaow, bark, neigh}), we have the following

�!v ` �!w

����!
all cats = C1{{miaow}}

��������!
some animals = C1{{miaow}}+ C2{{bark}}+ · · ·+ C6{{miaow, bark}}+ C7{{bark, neigh}}+ C8{{bark,miaow, neigh}}

Hence features of ‘some cats’ will only be the singleton set {{miaow}} and features of ‘all animals’
will be the whole powerset. As a result, we will indeed have that ‘some cats’ ` ‘all animals’. This is
logically trivial, that is one can easily show the following:

Proposition 1. If features of ‘v’ are included in features of ‘w’ and for two quantifiers d and d0 we have

that

d ` d0

then it follows that features of ‘d v’ are included in features of ‘d0 w’.

d(�!v ) ` d0(�!w )

However, the trouble is that concrete corpus based models of distributional semantics are not fully
logical. It might well be that ‘cat’ has also a statistical correlation with ‘bark’, since cat and dog often co-
occur together. That is why the concept of ‘feature inclusion’ needs to be more refined. To do so, some
researchers have refined the notion of ‘feature’, e.g. [?] has used triples of the form h context, syntactic-
relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between the word and the context, and
a direction for this syntactic relation. Other researchers have swapped the notion of ‘feature’ with that of

Definition
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Empirical Evaluation

Pairs of entailed words harvested from corpus

This notion was later more refined and features were used instead of contexts. Features are triples of
the form h context, syntactic-relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between
the word and the context, and a direction for this syntactic relation. An example is the feature h profit,
pcomp, 0 i for the word ‘company’, it encodes the information in the phrase ‘the profit of the company’,
that in this phrase ‘profit’ is the prepositional complement of ‘company’, and that profit is not modifying
company. The inclusion relation was also refined and now read as follows

�!v ` �!w if all characteristic features of v are included in all features of w

The features were harvested from the Minipar dependancy parser of Lin. Various weighting schemes
such as MI and RFF were used to build vectors for words with features as their basis vectors. These
measures were combined with web-based feature collection algorithms and manual judgement to pro-
duce a dataset of word pairs, where either one word entailed the other or not. Here are a few examples
from the top-40 pairs:

government =) body bill =) program war =) conflict
mortgage =) loan town =) location

So our starting point is these pairs. To these we are going to add quantifiers using their monotonicity
properties and form quantified entailment pairs. Following Baroni et al., examples of these properties
are as follows:

all ` some all ` several all ` many
much ` some many ` some several ` some

some /̀ all several /̀ all few /̀ all
some /̀ many few /̀ many

Baroni et al then use Kotlerman’s balAPinc, which is a version of the average of precision and a
support vector machine classifier SVM to evaluate the correctness of the resulting entailment pairs. We
will do the same.

We provide a couple of corpus-based witnesses here. In the distributional models. A sample query
from the online Reuter News Corpus, with at most 100 outputs per query, provides the following instan-
tiations:

few(dogs) = Avg{bike, drum, snails}
most(dogs) = Avg{cats, pets,birds, puppies}

few(cats) = Avg{fluid, needle, care}
most(cats) = Avg{dogs, birds, rats, feces}

A cosine-based similarity measure over this corpus results in the fact that any of the words in the
‘most(n)’ set are more similar to ‘n’ than any of the words in the ‘few(n)’ set. This is indeed because the
words in the former set are geometrically closer to ‘n’ than the words in the latter set, since they have
co-occurred with them more. This is the first advantage of our model over a distributional model, where
words such as ‘few’ and ‘most’ are treated as noise and hence meanings of phrase such as ‘few cats’,
‘most cats’, and ‘cats’ become identical (and similarly for any other noun). Moreover, in our setting we
can establish that ‘most cats’ and ‘most dogs’ have similar meanings, because of the over lap of their
determiner sets. A larger corpus and a more thorough statistical analysis will let us achieve more, that
for instance, ‘few cats’ and ‘few dogs’ also have similar meanings.

At the level of sentence meanings, compositional distributional models do not interpret determiners
(e.g. see the model of [?]). As a result, meanings of sentences such as ‘cats sleep’, ‘most cats sleep’

Pairs of entailed quantifiers

This notion was later more refined and features were used instead of contexts. Features are triples of
the form h context, syntactic-relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between
the word and the context, and a direction for this syntactic relation. An example is the feature h profit,
pcomp, 0 i for the word ‘company’, it encodes the information in the phrase ‘the profit of the company’,
that in this phrase ‘profit’ is the prepositional complement of ‘company’, and that profit is not modifying
company. The inclusion relation was also refined and now read as follows

�!v ` �!w if all characteristic features of v are included in all features of w

The features were harvested from the Minipar dependancy parser of Lin. Various weighting schemes
such as MI and RFF were used to build vectors for words with features as their basis vectors. These
measures were combined with web-based feature collection algorithms and manual judgement to pro-
duce a dataset of word pairs, where either one word entailed the other or not. Here are a few examples
from the top-40 pairs:

government =) body bill =) program war =) conflict
mortgage =) loan town =) location

So our starting point is these pairs. To these we are going to add quantifiers using their monotonicity
properties and form quantified entailment pairs. Following Baroni et al., examples of these properties
are as follows:

all ` some all ` several all ` many
much ` some many ` some several ` some

some /̀ all several /̀ all few /̀ all
some /̀ many few /̀ many

Baroni et al then use Kotlerman’s balAPinc, which is a version of the average of precision and a
support vector machine classifier SVM to evaluate the correctness of the resulting entailment pairs. We
will do the same.

We provide a couple of corpus-based witnesses here. In the distributional models. A sample query
from the online Reuter News Corpus, with at most 100 outputs per query, provides the following instan-
tiations:

few(dogs) = Avg{bike, drum, snails}
most(dogs) = Avg{cats, pets,birds, puppies}

few(cats) = Avg{fluid, needle, care}
most(cats) = Avg{dogs, birds, rats, feces}

A cosine-based similarity measure over this corpus results in the fact that any of the words in the
‘most(n)’ set are more similar to ‘n’ than any of the words in the ‘few(n)’ set. This is indeed because the
words in the former set are geometrically closer to ‘n’ than the words in the latter set, since they have
co-occurred with them more. This is the first advantage of our model over a distributional model, where
words such as ‘few’ and ‘most’ are treated as noise and hence meanings of phrase such as ‘few cats’,
‘most cats’, and ‘cats’ become identical (and similarly for any other noun). Moreover, in our setting we
can establish that ‘most cats’ and ‘most dogs’ have similar meanings, because of the over lap of their
determiner sets. A larger corpus and a more thorough statistical analysis will let us achieve more, that
for instance, ‘few cats’ and ‘few dogs’ also have similar meanings.

At the level of sentence meanings, compositional distributional models do not interpret determiners
(e.g. see the model of [?]). As a result, meanings of sentences such as ‘cats sleep’, ‘most cats sleep’
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Empirical Evaluation

Experiment with entailed noun phrases

This notion was later more refined and features were used instead of contexts. Features are triples of
the form h context, syntactic-relation, direction i; it consists of a context, the syntactic relation between
the word and the context, and a direction for this syntactic relation. An example is the feature h profit,
pcomp, 0 i for the word ‘company’, it encodes the information in the phrase ‘the profit of the company’,
that in this phrase ‘profit’ is the prepositional complement of ‘company’, and that profit is not modifying
company. The inclusion relation was also refined and now read as follows

�!v ` �!w if all characteristic features of v are included in all features of w

The features were harvested from the Minipar dependancy parser of Lin. Various weighting schemes
such as MI and RFF were used to build vectors for words with features as their basis vectors. These
measures were combined with web-based feature collection algorithms and manual judgement to pro-
duce a dataset of word pairs, where either one word entailed the other or not. Here are a few examples
from the top-40 pairs:

government =) body bill =) program war =) conflict
mortgage =) loan town =) location

So our starting point is these pairs. To these we are going to add quantifiers using their monotonicity
properties and form quantified entailment pairs. Following Baroni et al., examples of these properties
are as follows:

all ` some all ` several all ` many
much ` some many ` some several ` some

some /̀ all several /̀ all few /̀ all
some /̀ many few /̀ many

Baroni et al then use Kotlerman’s balAPinc, which is a version of the average of precision and a
support vector machine classifier SVM to evaluate the correctness of the resulting entailment pairs. We
will do the same.

all bills ` some programs all bills ` several programs all wars ` many conflicts

some bills /̀ all programs several bills /̀ all programs few wars /̀ all conflicts

We provide a couple of corpus-based witnesses here. In the distributional models. A sample query
from the online Reuter News Corpus, with at most 100 outputs per query, provides the following instan-
tiations:

few(dogs) = Avg{bike, drum, snails}
most(dogs) = Avg{cats, pets,birds, puppies}

few(cats) = Avg{fluid, needle, care}
most(cats) = Avg{dogs, birds, rats, feces}

A cosine-based similarity measure over this corpus results in the fact that any of the words in the
‘most(n)’ set are more similar to ‘n’ than any of the words in the ‘few(n)’ set. This is indeed because the
words in the former set are geometrically closer to ‘n’ than the words in the latter set, since they have

Experiment with entailed sentences

all bills fail. ` some programs fail. all wars are bad. ` many conflicts are bad.

some bills fail. /̀ all programs fail. few wars are worth fighting. /̀ all conflicts are worth fighting.
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Fig. 1. An example of a vector space model of meaning

2.2 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [5]. A context free grammar
(CFG) is a tuple G = (T,N, S,R), where T is the set of terminals, otherwise known as the lexicon
of the language, N is the set of non-terminals, other wise known as the set of lexical categories of the
language with S 2 N a designated start category, and R is a set of generative rules in Chomsky Normal
form. That is, each rule is either of the form A ! BC, for A,B,C 2 N , or of the form A ! a, for
A 2 N and a 2 T . A rule A ! ↵ can be applied to a string �A� in the set of strings formed from
T [N to produce �↵� by substitution. If a string in the set of strings generated from T can be obtained
from S by several applications of the rules, then we say that the string is generated by the grammar G.
We refer to the language so generated by L(G). For the purpose of this paper, consider the fragment of
English generated by the following set of rules:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

NP ! John, Mary, something, · · ·
N ! cat, dog, man, · · ·

VP ! sneeze, sleep,· · ·
V ! love, kiss, · · ·

Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:

np 2 NP =) [[np]] 2 U

n 2 N =) [[n]] ✓ U

vp 2 VP =) [[vp]] ✓ U

v 2 V =) [[v]] ✓ U ⇥ U

d 2 Det =) [[d]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

Noun phrases are interpreted as elements of the reference set, nouns and verb phrases as unary relations
over it, and verbs as binary relations over it. Determiners are interpreted as generalised quantifier; a

By the living on property, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever [[vp]] \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]]. For
instance, meaning of ‘some men sneeze’ is true whenever [[sneeze]] \ [[men]] 2 [[some men]]. That is,
whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men is a non-empty set. Similarly, the meaning of the
sentence ‘five men sneeze’ is true whenever the set of things that sneeze and are men has five elements
and so on.

As another example, consider the meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object posi-
tion. This sentence has the form ‘NP V Det N’ and its meaning is defined as follows:

[[NP V Det N]] =

(
1 [[np]] 2 {x | {y | [[v(x, y)]]} 2 [[Det N]]} for v 2 V, np 2 NP
0 otherwise

That is, the meaning of this sentence is true whenever {y | [[v([[np]], y)]]} 2 [[Det N]], which by the
living on property is the case whenever {y | [[v([[np]], y)]]} \ [[n]] 2 [[Det N]], for n in N. For instance,
meaning of ‘John kissed some cats’ is true whenever {y | [[kiss([[John]], y)]]} \ [[cats]] 2 [[some cats]].
That is, whenever, the set of things that are kissed by John and are cats is a non-empty set. Similarly, the
sentence ‘John kissed five cats’ is true whenever the set of things that are kissed by John and are cats
has five elements and so on.

2.3 From CFG to Pregroup Grammar

We briefly review the theory of pregroup grammars [22] and show how one can transform a CFG into a
pregroup grammar. A pregroup algebra

P = (P,, ·, (�)r, (�)l)

is a partially ordered monoid where every element has a left and a right adjoint, that is, for every element
p 2 P , there are two elements pl, pr 2 P , referred to as its left and right adjoints; these satisfy the
following four inequalities:

p · pr  1  pr · p pl · p  1  p · pl

Let P be a pregroup algebra; a pregroup grammar (PRG) based on P is a tuple P = (P,⌃,�, s),
where ⌃ is the lexicon of the language, s is a designated end type in P , and � is a relation � ✓ ⌃ ⇥ P
that assigns to the words of the lexicon ⌃ elements of the pregroup P . The relation is often referred to
as a type-relation and the elements of the pregroup as types.

We say that a PRG P assigns a type p 2 P to a string

w1 · · ·wn

for w
i

2 ⌃

if there exist types

p
i

2 �(w
i

)

for 1  i  n such that

p1 · · · · · pn  p

We refer to this latter inequality by the grammatical reduction of the string. The language of P consists
of all strings on ⌃ to which P assigns a type p; we refer to this language by L(P ).

In order to develop compact closed categorical semantics for the context free grammar of gener-
alised quantifiers’ theory, we turn it into a pregroup grammar. Transforming context free grammars to
categorial grammars and showing the equivalence of the their languages have been subject of much
research that goes back to the work of Ajdukiewicz [2]. In the 1960’s, Bar-Hillel, Gaifman, and Shamir
[1] showed how to form an Ajdukiewicz categorial grammar from a Context Free Grammar such that the
resulting grammar produces the same language; later, first Cohen [12] then Buszkowski [6] showed how
to use the resulting Ajdukiewicz grammars to form a Lambek Calculus [21] that generates the same lan-
guage. Via a translation between Lambek Calculus and Pregroups, Buszkowski later also showed how
this result extends to pregroup grammars [7] 1.

Here, we use the CFG to Lambek Calculus translation of [20], for its clarity, in combination with
the Lambek Calculus to PRG translation of [7]. Given a CFG G = (T,N, S,R) we transform it into a
PRG P = (⌃,�, s) via the recursive mapping

� : T [N ! P

. First, to a non-terminal C that occurs in a left-to-right rule A ! BC, we assign �(C) = �(B)r ·�(A);
then to a non-terminal B that occurs in a right-to-left rule A ! BC we assign �(B) = �(A) · �(C)l;
second, to a non-terminal A that occur in an atomic rule A ! a, we assign an atomic type �(A). Lastly,
to the designated start non-terminal S, we assign �(S) = s and to a terminal a that occurs in an atomic
rule A ! a, we assign �(a) = �(A). The left-to-right and right-to-left labels are decided by looking at
the semantics of the rules. We say a rule A ! BC is right-to-left if [[A]] := [[C]]([[B]]) and symmetrically
for the left-to-right case. Atomic rules are those with only a non-terminal on the right hand side.

According to the semantics of generalised quantifier theory, the rule ‘S ! NP VP’ is right-to-left
and the rules ‘VP ! V NP’ and ‘NP ! Det N’ are left-to-right; the rest of the rules are atomic. Hence,
for the non-terminals VP, V and Det, the � mapping is as follows:

�(V P ) = �(NP )r · �(S) �(V ) = �(V P ) · �(NP )l �(Det) = �(NP ) · �(N)l

To the non-terminals S, NP and N, we assign the following atomic types:

�(S) = s �(NP ) = p �(N) = m

For the non-terminals, the � mapping becomes as follows:

Non-terminal x �(x)
John, Mary, something, · · · p

cat, dog, man, · · · n
sneeze, sleep,· · · pr · s

love, kiss, · · · pr · s · pl
a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · · p · nl

Intuitively, the type assigned to the non-terminal x via the rule ‘VP ! x, is pr · s; this means that
words in the lexical category VP input an argument of type p and have to be to the right of that argument,
after that they output a string of type sentence s. The type assigned to the words in the lexical category
V is pr · s · pl, this means that these words input two arguments of type p and have to be to the right of
one and to the left of the other, then they output a sentence. Finally, the type assigned to the words in the

1 The other direction, that is going from a Lambek Calculus to a Context Free Grammar has been done by Pentus [24], we
do not deal with that direction in this paper.
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2.2 Generalised Quantifier Theory in Natural Language

We briefly review the theory of generalised quantifiers in natural language [5]. A context free grammar
(CFG) is a tuple G = (T,N, S,R), where T is the set of terminals, otherwise known as the lexicon
of the language, N is the set of non-terminals, other wise known as the set of lexical categories of the
language with S 2 N a designated start category, and R is a set of generative rules in Chomsky Normal
form. That is, each rule is either of the form A ! BC, for A,B,C 2 N , or of the form A ! a, for
A 2 N and a 2 T . A rule A ! ↵ can be applied to a string �A� in the set of strings formed from
T [N to produce �↵� by substitution. If a string in the set of strings generated from T can be obtained
from S by several applications of the rules, then we say that the string is generated by the grammar G.
We refer to the language so generated by L(G). For the purpose of this paper, consider the fragment of
English generated by the following set of rules:

S ! NP VP
VP ! V NP
NP ! Det N

NP ! John, Mary, something, · · ·
N ! cat, dog, man, · · ·

VP ! sneeze, sleep,· · ·
V ! love, kiss, · · ·

Det ! a, the, some, every, each, all, no, most, few, one, two, · · ·

A model for this language is a pair (U, [[ ]]), where U is a universal reference set and [[ ]] is a function
that assigns interpretations to the expressions of language. The interpretations of basic expressions are
as follows:

np 2 NP =) [[np]] 2 U

n 2 N =) [[n]] ✓ U

vp 2 VP =) [[vp]] ✓ U

v 2 V =) [[v]] ✓ U ⇥ U

d 2 Det =) [[d]] : P(U) ! PP(U)

Noun phrases are interpreted as elements of the reference set, nouns and verb phrases as unary relations
over it, and verbs as binary relations over it. Determiners are interpreted as generalised quantifier; a
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Intuitively, the type assigned to the non-terminal x via the rule ‘VP ! x, is pr · s; this means that
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Truth Theoretic Model
Instantiation in sets and relations

S N
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The symbolic representation of the above diagram is as follows:

(✏N ⌦ 1S ⌦ ✏N ) � (Det⌦⌦µN ⌦ 1S ⌦ µN ⌦Det) � (�N ⌦ 1N⌦S⌦N ⌦ �N )(
�!
Sbj ⌦��!

Verb ⌦�!
Obj)

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

For this part, we work in the category Rel of sets and relations. We take U to be a universal reference
set of individuals and take N to be the set of all subsets of U , denoted by P(U). A common noun is
modelled by the set of all subsets of its individuals. We take S to be the singleton set I = {?}, that is the
unit of tensor product in Rel. A verb is the set of all subsets of a relation (corresponding to its predicate).
For an intransitive verb, this relation is on the set N ⇥ S; since we have N ⇥ S ⇠= N , each relation
corresponds to a subset of N . For a transitive verb, it is a relation on the set N ⇥ S ⇥N ⇠= N ⇥N .

The map Det sends a subset of individuals to a set of its subsets exactly in the same way as defined
by [2]. For example, for Det = ‘two’, the output is the set of subsets of individuals whose elements have
cardinality exactly two; for Det = ‘some’, the output is the set of subsets of individuals and so on.

[[X]] = {Xi | Xi 2 P([[X]])}

[[N]] = {Ni | Ni 2 P([[N]])}

[[V]] = {Vj | Vj 2 P([[V]])}

Det([[N]]) = {Dk | Dk 2 Det([[N]])}

The truth-theoretic meaning of the sentence “Det Sbj Verb” is obtained by computing the morphism
developed in section 4 in category Rel. Here, since we have S = I , the morphisms that are applied to
object S are dropped.

Suppose we have:

[[Sbj]] = {Ai | Ai 2 P([[Sbj]])}
[[Verb]] = {Bj | Bj 2 P([[Verb]])}

Det
⇣
[[Sbj]]

⌘
= {Dk | Dk 2 Det([[Sbj]])}
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W
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⌦ [[d]]) � (�
W

⌦ 1
W⌦S⌦W

⌦�
W

) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

4 Truth Theoretic Interpretation

Given the set-theoretical model (U, [[ ]]) of a language L
⌃

, a relational instantiation of the abstract com-
pact closed categorical interpretation is provided by the tuple (Rel,P(U), {?}, [[ ]]), defined as follows:

– For a word with a lexical category N,NP, and VP, that is, for s 2 {N, NP, VP} and any w 2 ⌃ such
that (w, s) 2 X

⌃

, we have
[[w]] : {?} ! P(U)

which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Note the words in VP are represented by [[w]] : {?} ! P(U) ⌦ {?} and we have P(U) ⌦ {?} ⇠=
P(U).

– For words with lexical category V, we have

[[w]] ! P(U)⌦ {?}⌦ P(U)

The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)).

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

in Rel, i.e. a function from P(U) to PP(U), namely a relational interpretation of the generalised
quantifier map [[d]].

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence the meaning of a sentence
with a quantified phrase at its subject position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U)([[d]]⌦ µP(U))(�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦ ✏P(U)) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])
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(recall that in Rel arrows are relations):
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, we have
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which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U) (morphisms in Rel are relations), that is an element of PP(U).
Concretely, these are given as follows:
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This is the relational interpretation of the generalised quantifier map [[d]] from P(U) to PP(U). It is
applied point wisely to a set of sets, and it is easy to see that this will result in [[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]]).
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The right hand side is isomorphic to P(U)⌦P(U), which means [[w]] is a subset of P(U)⇥P(U),
that is an element of P(P(U)⇥ P(U)). Concretely, these are given as follows:

[[w]] := {({a}, {b}) | (a, b) 2 [[w]]}

– For a word with the lexical category Det, that is a d 2 ⌃ such that (d,Det) 2 X and a w 2 ⌃ such
that (w,N) 2 X , we have

[[d]] : P(U) ! P(U)

This is the relational interpretation of the generalised quantifier map [[d]] from P(U) to PP(U). It is
applied point wisely to a set of sets, and it is easy to see that this will result in [[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]]).
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Truth Theoretic Model
Example

Suppose we have 2 individuals and one cat

For the left to right direction, suppose the compact closed meaning of the sentence is true in Rel,
and consider the case when Det([[Sbj]]) 6= {;}. Then we have subsets Dk = Ai = Bj such that
Dk 2 Det([[Sbj]]), Ai 2 P([[Sbj]]), and Bj 2 P([[Verb]]). Pick an arbitrary such subset, e.g. G, such
that it equal to Dk = Ai = Bj ; we have that G 2 P([[Sbj]]), hence G ✓ [[Sbj]]; and that G 2 P([[Verb]]),
hence G ✓ [[Verb]]. It thus follows that G ✓ [[Sbj]] \ [[Verb]]. At the same time G 2 Det([[Sbj]]), hence
the generalised quantifier meaning is also true.

For the case when Det([[Sbj]]) = {;}, we still have the above, so the generalised quantifier meaning
of the sentence remains true. In this case we moreover have that µ

⇣
[[Sbj]] ⌦ [[Verb]]

⌘
= {;}, which

implies that G = Ai = Bj = Dk = ;. If the second condition did not hold, we would have that
µ
⇣
[[Sbj]] ⌦ [[Verb]]

⌘
= {Ai | Ai = Bj , Ai 2 P([[Sbj]]), Bj 2 P([[Verb]])} is equal to a set of subsets,

at least one of which is non empty, e.g. {X1, X2, · · · }, where for Xw it holds that Xw 6= ;, and Xw ✓
[[Sbj]] and Xw ✓ [[Verb]]. It would then follows that Xw = [[Sbj]]\ [[Verb]] 6= ;; whereas Det([[Sbj]]) =
{;}, hence the generalised quantifier meaning of the sentence would become false.

Example. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat indi-
vidual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’ applies to individuals m1 and c1. Hence, we have the
following interpretations for the lemmas of words “man”, “cat”, and “sneeze”:

[[men]] = {;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {;, {c1}} [[sneeze]] = {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

Consider the following quantified phrases and their interpretations:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} One

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}} No

⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {;}

In the first step of computation of the meaning of “some men sneeze”, we obtain:

(�N ⌦ 1N )
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({;}, {;}), ({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
Some⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({;}, {;}), ({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

Some
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}}

In the last step, we obtain the following via the relation ✏ : N ⇥N ! {?} being {(({m1}, {m1}), ?)}:

✏
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}}

⌘
= {?}

Hence, the meaning of the sentence is true. For the sentence “One man sneezes”, the second and third
steps of computation are as follows:

For the left to right direction, suppose the compact closed meaning of the sentence is true in Rel,
and consider the case when Det([[Sbj]]) 6= {;}. Then we have subsets Dk = Ai = Bj such that
Dk 2 Det([[Sbj]]), Ai 2 P([[Sbj]]), and Bj 2 P([[Verb]]). Pick an arbitrary such subset, e.g. G, such
that it equal to Dk = Ai = Bj ; we have that G 2 P([[Sbj]]), hence G ✓ [[Sbj]]; and that G 2 P([[Verb]]),
hence G ✓ [[Verb]]. It thus follows that G ✓ [[Sbj]] \ [[Verb]]. At the same time G 2 Det([[Sbj]]), hence
the generalised quantifier meaning is also true.

For the case when Det([[Sbj]]) = {;}, we still have the above, so the generalised quantifier meaning
of the sentence remains true. In this case we moreover have that µ

⇣
[[Sbj]] ⌦ [[Verb]]

⌘
= {;}, which

implies that G = Ai = Bj = Dk = ;. If the second condition did not hold, we would have that
µ
⇣
[[Sbj]] ⌦ [[Verb]]

⌘
= {Ai | Ai = Bj , Ai 2 P([[Sbj]]), Bj 2 P([[Verb]])} is equal to a set of subsets,

at least one of which is non empty, e.g. {X1, X2, · · · }, where for Xw it holds that Xw 6= ;, and Xw ✓
[[Sbj]] and Xw ✓ [[Verb]]. It would then follows that Xw = [[Sbj]]\ [[Verb]] 6= ;; whereas Det([[Sbj]]) =
{;}, hence the generalised quantifier meaning of the sentence would become false.

Example. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat indi-
vidual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’ applies to individuals m1 and c1. Hence, we have the
following interpretations for the lemmas of words “man”, “cat”, and “sneeze”:

[[men]] = {;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {;, {c1}} [[sneeze]] = {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

Consider the following quantified phrases and their interpretations:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} One

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}} No

⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {;}

In the first step of computation of the meaning of “some men sneeze”, we obtain:

(�N ⌦ 1N )
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({;}, {;}), ({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
Some⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({;}, {;}), ({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

Some
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}}

In the last step, we obtain the following via the relation ✏ : N ⇥N ! {?} being {(({m1}, {m1}), ?)}:

✏
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}}

⌘
= {?}

Hence, the meaning of the sentence is true. For the sentence “One man sneezes”, the second and third
steps of computation are as follows:

The cat and the first man sneeze.

Some and all:

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Discussion about the choice of P(U). The reason we are working with P(U) and not U itself is that the
interpretation of a determiner according to the abstract compact closed semantics developed in ?? is a
morphism from W to W . According to the generalised quantifier theory explained in 2.2, the determiner
is a function from P to PP(U), which is precisely a relation from P(U) to P(U). But as a consequence,
meanings of words become a set of subsets: words with lexical category N,NP, and VP become a set
of subsets of U ; words with lexical category V become a set of pairs of subsets of U . Now we face a
choice on how to interpret a set as a set of sets. According to the principle of indirect equality, down and
up sets are obvious choices.

GIVE LEMMA
DEFINE WHAT DOWN AND UP SETS ARE
SAY WHY NOT UP SETS HERE

Example (I): Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which
we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’
applies to individuals m1 and c1. Consider the following embedding:

[[men]] =#6=; {m1,m2} [[cat]] =# 6=; {c1} [[sneeze]] =#6=; {m1, c1}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

For quantifiers, we set:
[[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]])

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always PP(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} =

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Discussion about the choice of P(U). The reason we are working with P(U) and not U itself is that the
interpretation of a determiner according to the abstract compact closed semantics developed in ?? is a
morphism from W to W . According to the generalised quantifier theory explained in 2.2, the determiner
is a function from P to PP(U), which is precisely a relation from P(U) to P(U). But as a consequence,
meanings of words become a set of subsets: words with lexical category N,NP, and VP become a set
of subsets of U ; words with lexical category V become a set of pairs of subsets of U . Now we face a
choice on how to interpret a set as a set of sets. According to the principle of indirect equality, down and
up sets are obvious choices.

GIVE LEMMA
DEFINE WHAT DOWN AND UP SETS ARE
SAY WHY NOT UP SETS HERE

Example (I): Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which
we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’
applies to individuals m1 and c1. Consider the following embedding:

[[men]] =#6=; {m1,m2} [[cat]] =# 6=; {c1} [[sneeze]] =#6=; {m1, c1}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

For quantifiers, we set:
[[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]])

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always PP(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} =

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

Meaning of ``Det N VP’’ is 
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= {b1, b2, · · · , bm} as defined above}

Suppose the generalised quantifier meaning of the sentence is true, that is [[NP V]]\ [[n]] 2 [[d]]([[n]]).

5.1 Examples

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence 1
S

= I . Accordingly, the meaning
of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its subject position simplifies as follows:
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two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’ applies to
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So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}}
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= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
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The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always P(U)):
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⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
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The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always P(U)):
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⇣
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⌘
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individuals m1 and c1. These are represented in our model as follows:
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So we have:
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Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which we have
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individuals m1 and c1. These are represented in our model as follows:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}}

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always P(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
={({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}
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Meaning of `some men sneeze’ is computed as follows:

1-

2- apply to the above

3- apply to the above✏
⇣

One
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘ ⌘
=

✏
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}}

⌘
= {?}

So the meaning of this sentence is also true (it has the same ✏ relation as the previous case). Now consider
the case of the sentence “no man sneezes” in which case No([[man]]) = ;. In this case we obtain the
following at the final step of computation

✏
⇣
No

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{;, {m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘⌘
=

✏
⇣
{;}⌦ {;, {m1}}

⌘
= {?}

However, this is not a true sentence, since

µ([[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]) = µ({;, {m1}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}) = {;, {m1}} 6= {;}

If we had [[dog]] = {;, {d1}}, then the compact closed meaning of the sentence “No dogs sneeze” would
become true, since we would have

µ([[dogs]]⌦ [[sneeze]]) = µ({;, {d1}}⌦ {;, {m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}) = {;}

and also that
✏(No⌦ µ)(� ⌦ 1)([[dogs]]⌦ [[sneeze]]) = ✏({;}⌦ {;}) = {?}

Hence “no dogs sneeze” is true.

5 Truth-Theory in Vector Spaces

One can do the same calculations as in Rel in FV ect and obtain the same truth theoretic meanings in
vector spaces. In this case, we model a set N = {n1, n2, · · · }, by a vector space VN spanned by N , that
is VN = {�!n i}i. In the case of our model, N = P(U), for U a set of individuals, hence VN is spanned
by subsets of U . Denoting these subsets by Ui, we have VP(U) = {�!U i}i. The empty set is modelled

by the basis vector
�!
; of this space. The one element set {?} is then modelled by the one dimensional

vector space, which models the sentence space, that is we have S = V{?}.
We demonstrate the computation for the truth theoretic meaning of “Q Sbj Verb” in the above vector

space below. For the meanings of the words therein, we have:

�!
Sbj =

X

i

�!
U i for Ui 2 P([[Sbj]])

��!
Verb =

X

j

�!
U j ⌦ {?} ⇠=

X

i

�!
U j for Uj 2 P([[Verb]])

Det
⇣�!

Sbj
⌘
=

X

k

�!
U k for Uk 2 Det([[Sbj]])

The first step of the computation is as follows:

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Discussion about the choice of P(U). The reason we are working with P(U) and not U itself is that the
interpretation of a determiner according to the abstract compact closed semantics developed in ?? is a
morphism from W to W . According to the generalised quantifier theory explained in 2.2, the determiner
is a function from P to PP(U), which is precisely a relation from P(U) to P(U). But as a consequence,
meanings of words become a set of subsets: words with lexical category N,NP, and VP become a set
of subsets of U ; words with lexical category V become a set of pairs of subsets of U . Now we face a
choice on how to interpret a set as a set of sets. According to the principle of indirect equality, down and
up sets are obvious choices.

GIVE LEMMA
DEFINE WHAT DOWN AND UP SETS ARE
SAY WHY NOT UP SETS HERE

Example (I): Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which
we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’
applies to individuals m1 and c1. Consider the following embedding:

[[men]] =#6=; {m1,m2} [[cat]] =# 6=; {c1} [[sneeze]] =#6=; {m1, c1}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

For quantifiers, we set:
[[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]])

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always PP(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} =

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Discussion about the choice of P(U). The reason we are working with P(U) and not U itself is that the
interpretation of a determiner according to the abstract compact closed semantics developed in ?? is a
morphism from W to W . According to the generalised quantifier theory explained in 2.2, the determiner
is a function from P to PP(U), which is precisely a relation from P(U) to P(U). But as a consequence,
meanings of words become a set of subsets: words with lexical category N,NP, and VP become a set
of subsets of U ; words with lexical category V become a set of pairs of subsets of U . Now we face a
choice on how to interpret a set as a set of sets. According to the principle of indirect equality, down and
up sets are obvious choices.

GIVE LEMMA
DEFINE WHAT DOWN AND UP SETS ARE
SAY WHY NOT UP SETS HERE

Example (I): Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which
we have two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’
applies to individuals m1 and c1. Consider the following embedding:

[[men]] =#6=; {m1,m2} [[cat]] =# 6=; {c1} [[sneeze]] =#6=; {m1, c1}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

For quantifiers, we set:
[[d]]([[w]]) := [[d]]([[w]])

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always PP(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
=

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2}), ({m1,m2}, {m1,m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}, {m1, c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} =

{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

In the third step, we apply ⇧⌦1P(U)) to the above just to bring the b
k

’s of the first term in the tensor
into one set; we obtain:

{{b1, b2, · · · , bm} | for those b
k

from above where there is a
i

2 [[n]] s.t. b
k

= a
i

}⌦{D
o

| D
o

2 [[d]]([[n]])}

Finally, we apply an ✏P(U) to the above and obtain

{? | if there is D
o

2 [[d]]([[n]]) such that D
o

= {b1, b2, · · · , bm} as defined above}

Suppose the generalised quantifier meaning of the sentence is true, that is [[NP V]]\ [[n]] 2 [[d]]([[n]]).

5.1 Examples

In this instantiation, the sentence space is the unit of the tensor, hence 1
S

= I . Accordingly, the meaning
of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its subject position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (1P(U) ⌦ ⇧) � ([[d]]⌦ µP(U)) � (�P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦ ✏P(U)) � ([[n]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[np]])

Similarly, meaning of a sentence with a quantified phrase at its object position simplifies as follows:

✏P(U) � (⇧ ⌦ 1P(U)) � (µP(U) ⌦ [[d]]) � (✏P(U) ⌦ 1P(U) ⌦�P(U)) � ([[np]]⌦ [[v]]⌦ [[n]])

Meaning of a sentence with quantified phrases at both its subject and object positions simplifies as
follows:

(✏P(U)⌦✏P(U))�(1P(U)⌦⇧⌦⇧⌦1P(U))�([[d]]⌦µP(U)⌦µP(U)⌦[[d]])�(�P(U)⌦1P(U)⌦P(U)⌦�P(U))�([[np]]⌦[[v]]⌦[[n]])

Intransitive Verb. As a truth-theoretic example, suppose U = {m1,m2, c1}, from which we have
two male individuals m1,m2 and a cat individual c1. Suppose further that the verb ‘sneeze’ applies to
individuals m1 and c1. These are represented in our model as follows:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}}

So we have:

[[men]] = {{m1}, {m2}} [[cat]] = {{c1}} [[sneeze]] = {{m1}, {c1}}

As examples of quantified phrases we have:

Some
⇣
[[men]]

⌘
= {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}} All

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {{m1,m2}} No

⇣
[[man]]

⌘
= {;}

The goal is to compute the meaning of “some men sneeze”. In the first step of computation we obtain
(the subscripts are dropped, they are always P(U)):

(�⌦ 1)
⇣
[[men]]⌦ [[sneeze]]

⌘
={({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1})}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

In the last step, we obtain the following:

✏
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= {?}

Hence, the meaning of the sentence is true. For the sentence “all men sneeze”, one applies ([[all]] ⌦ µ)
to the result of the first step as above. The second and third steps of computation are as follows:

✏
⇣
[[all]]

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
= ✏

⇣
{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= ;

So the meaning of this sentence is false. For the sentence ‘no men sneeze’, we have the following:

✏
⇣
[[no]]

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
= ✏

⇣
{;}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= ;

Transitive Verb. Suppose both of the male individuals love the cat, represented in our settings follows:

[[love]] := {({m1}, {c1}), ({m2}, {c1})}

Meaning of the sentence ‘two men love one cat’ is computed as follows. In the first step we have:

(�⌦ 1P(U)⌦P(U) ⌦�)([[men]]⌦ [[love]]⌦ [[cat]]) =

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {({m1}, {c1}), ({m2}, {c1})}⌦ {({c1}, {c1})}

In the second step, we apply [[two]]⌦ µ⌦ µ⌦ [[one]] to the above and obtain:

[[two]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

⌘
⌦ [[one]]({{c1}}) =

{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

Next, we apply 1⌦ ⇧ ⌦ ⇧ ⌦ 1 to the above and obtain:

{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1,m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

Finally, we apply ✏⌦ ✏ to the above and compute:

(✏⌦ ✏)
⇣
{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1,m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

⌘
= {?}⌦ {?} = {?}

So the sentence is true. For “one men loves one cat”, the first step of the computation is as above. In the
second we have:

In the second step, we obtain:
⇣
[[Some]]⌦ µ

⌘⇣
{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1})}

⌘
=

[[Some]]
⇣
{m1,m2}

⌘
⌦ {{m1}} = {{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

In the last step, we obtain the following:

✏
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}, {m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= {?}

Hence, the meaning of the sentence is true. For the sentence “all men sneeze”, one applies ([[all]] ⌦ µ)
to the result of the first step as above. The second and third steps of computation are as follows:

✏
⇣
[[all]]

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
= ✏

⇣
{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= ;

So the meaning of this sentence is false. For the sentence ‘no men sneeze’, we have the following:

✏
⇣
[[no]]

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {c1}}

⌘
= ✏

⇣
{;}⌦ {{m1}}

⌘
= ;

Transitive Verb. Suppose both of the male individuals love the cat, represented in our settings follows:

[[love]] := {({m1}, {c1}), ({m2}, {c1})}

Meaning of the sentence ‘two men love one cat’ is computed as follows. In the first step we have:

(�⌦ 1P(U)⌦P(U) ⌦�)([[men]]⌦ [[love]]⌦ [[cat]]) =

{({m1}, {m1}), ({m2}, {m2})}⌦ {({m1}, {c1}), ({m2}, {c1})}⌦ {({c1}, {c1})}

In the second step, we apply [[two]]⌦ µ⌦ µ⌦ [[one]] to the above and obtain:

[[two]]
⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {m2}}

⌘
⌦ µ

⇣
{{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

⌘
⌦ [[one]]({{c1}}) =

{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1}, {m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

Next, we apply 1⌦ ⇧ ⌦ ⇧ ⌦ 1 to the above and obtain:

{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1,m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

Finally, we apply ✏⌦ ✏ to the above and compute:

(✏⌦ ✏)
⇣
{{m1,m2}}⌦ {{m1,m2}}⌦ {{c1}}⌦ {{c1}}

⌘
= {?}⌦ {?} = {?}

So the sentence is true. For “one men loves one cat”, the first step of the computation is as above. In the
second we have:
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